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The Health and Safety Executive was consulted in the
production of this publication. It endorses the sensible,
proportionate, reasonable and balanced advice to owners
on managing the risk from trees set out in the guidance.

Safety is but one of the many goals to which we
❝
aspire; the mistake that is often made is to focus on safety
as if it is the only goal

❞

PROFESSOR DAVID BALL
Centre for Decision Analysis and Risk Management
Middlesex University
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The National Tree Safety Group
the National tree Safety Group (NtSG) is a broad partnership of organisations that
have come together to develop nationally recognised guidance on tree safety
management that is proportionate to the actual risk from trees. NtSG membership is
open to all interested stakeholder organisations and groups.

NTSG memberShip
Professional bodies
●
arboricultural association
●
B/213 trees Committee of the British Standards institution (BSi)
●
institute of Chartered foresters
●
london tree officers association
●
royal institution of Chartered Surveyors
●
the tree Council
●
Visitor Safety in the Countryside Group
Tree owners and managers
●
British Holiday & Home parks association ltd
●
Confederation of forest industries (uK) ltd
●
Country land and Business association
●
english Heritage
●
essex County Council
●
forestry Commission
●
National farmers union
Organisations with heritage and/or conservation interests
●
ancient tree forum
●
Campaign to protect rural england
●
english Heritage
●
National trust
●
Woodland trust
Risk research consultants
●
Centre for Decision analysis and risk Management, Middlesex university
the NtSG, its Management Committee and its individual member organisations in
producing this report have endeavoured to ensure the accuracy of its contents. the
guidance and views in this report should always be reviewed by those using the
report in the light of the facts and merits of the particular case and specialist advice
obtained as necessary. No liability for negligence or otherwise in relation to this report
is accepted by the NtSG, its Management Committee, member organisations or their
servants or agents.
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Foreword
We are most aware of unlikely and unusual events, and
those things which are most important to us are often
the least appreciated and taken for granted. terrorist
attacks, severe earthquakes or tsunami are part of our
news but not part of most of our lives. few of us ever
experience the tragic consequences of a fatality or a
serious injury as a consequence of tree failure. However, while, happily, such tree-related
events are rare, when they do occur they are newsworthy because of their very infrequency.
the infrequency of tree failure events is in contrast to the ubiquity of trees, which define our
landscape from the centre of our capital cities to the most remote of places. the majority of us
see trees every day, they populate our countryside and towns, our parks and gardens to such
an extent that we can easily forget their importance to our quality of life.
Naturally and rightly, fatal and serious accidents are investigated and can result in litigation. in
such cases, there is a need for the health and safety authorities and the courts to understand
both the value of trees and the context of the management of trees and good practice against
which any individual case can be compared. this also provides a benchmark for managers to
work with. However, because of the importance of trees in our landscape and society, the
infrequency of tree failure events and the wide range of environments in which trees occur,
great care needs to be taken not to create another level of burdensome regulation.
this guidance has not been a hastily drawn up document. Sometime at the end of 2007 a
group of us, drawn from as wide as possible a range of organisations interested in trees, met to
discuss how best to codify the best, generally accepted and balanced approach to managing
risks from trees. this group organised, in april 2008, a well-attended conference at the royal
Geographical Society and following this debate the National tree Safety Group was formed.
from the outset, the group wished to draw together current information and good practice to
develop a common sense and practical approach to managing risks from trees. it
commissioned research into risk relevant to tree management and undertook to produce a
suite of information and guidance on managing the risks from trees, of which this is the main
document. it has been an extraordinary journey bringing together arboriculturists and
foresters, the public, private and charitable sectors, landowners and managers and the rural
and the urban. What has been rewarding and delightful has been the extent of common
understanding born from a common love and knowledge of trees. We would like to thank all
those whose funding, hard work, time and energy has made this document possible. While
there are too many to name individually, we would like to thank Jim Smith particularly for his
final editing and overseeing of the production of this guidance.
Judith Webb MBE and Sir Harry Studholme
Chairs of the National tree Safety Group
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Preface
as i write this preface, we have just experienced two weeks of
almost continuous gale force winds during a period when our
deciduous broadleaved trees are in full leaf; the saving grace
for us, as tree managers, is that it has been an exceptionally
dry spring, with over nine weeks of drought and root to soil is
un-lubricated. if it had been a wet spring, we may well have
been busy clearing up fallen trees. Winds are a climatic factor that all arboriculturists feel
uneasy with, as it is a test of our tree management skills and, in particular, our judgement.
as the Head of the arboretum, i am responsible for the curation and management of
more than 14,000 specimen trees at the royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, managing a team of
five arborists who, in their daily work, carry out hazard evaluation of our collections in
order to avoid litigation and maintain our duty of care for our staff who work under them
and our million visitors a year who walk beneath them. Many of these specimens are old
and extremely rare, both in their natural habitat and in private collections, and removal
may not be practicable from a conservation standpoint. therefore, a more in-depth risk
assessment with a list of possible controls, such as thinning end weight, scaffold removal,
cable bracing, fencing to keep out the public, or diverting the target will be needed to
reduce the risk rating before the saw.
With my family, i have just visited and been inspired by a huge black walnut (Juglans
nigra) in a famous london park boasting the largest of its kind in the British isles. it has
extremely large, heavy scaffolds, with open cavities, supported by several cables. there is
also evidence of previous branch failure on the huge bole, but, for added comfort, the drip
line is surrounded by a permanent fence, keeping the public out should the tree decide the
end has come. this incredible walnut tree can still be admired by visitors to the park in
safety and the arborist or garden manager can sleep comfortably at night.
fortunately, many tree managers are well aware of the many benefits that trees
provide, particularly our veteran trees with what i call their “Harry potter” characters,
whether they grow in woodlands, private gardens or urban areas, and life would be dull
without our beautiful treescape. However, we are often faced with the dilemma of removal
or retention in the name of health and safety. this is where a common sense approach is
necessary before wielding the chainsaw and options to save are often overlooked.
at last, we have a guidance document produced by the National tree Safety Group
that will help all of us who work in the tree sector to make that judgement call. the
strength of this document is that it has been produced by calling on the expertise of tree
professionals from a wide range of interests and focuses on proportionate reaction against
the benefits that trees provide: at last, a common sense approach.
Tony Kirkham
Head of the arboretum
royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
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Trees form part of the
❝
overall landscape and
their presence has many
different benefits
depending on how the
land is used

❞

■ The Lucombe Oak, Phear Park, Exmouth; retained as children’s play equipment. © The Tree Council
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1
IntroductIon

the national tree safety group’s (ntsg) aim is to develop a nationally recognised
approach to tree safety management and to provide guidance that is proportionate
to the actual risks from trees.
this guidance is based on a set of basic principles developed by the ntsg for
considering and managing tree safety in the public interest. these principles are set
out in the position statement, Managing risks from trees at appendix 1. the overall
approach is that a balance should be struck between risks and benefits. this document
gives guidance supporting the ntsg position, which can be summarised as:
the ntsg believes that one fundamental concept should underlie the
management of risks from trees. it is that the evaluation of what is reasonable should
be based upon a balance between benefit and risk. this evaluation can be undertaken
only in a local context, since trees provide many different types of benefit in a range
of different circumstances.
the ntsg position is underpinned by a set of five key principles:
●
trees provide a wide variety of benefits to society
●
trees are living organisms that naturally lose branches or fall
●
the overall risk to human safety is extremely low
●
tree owners have a legal duty of care
●
tree owners should take a balanced and proportionate approach to tree safety
management.

2

3

managing the risk from trees is the responsibility of the owners and managers of the
land on which they grow. there are many different types of landowner and trees
grow in many different environments. this guidance has been developed to support
the work of all those involved in tree management; whether connected with streets,
parks, public open spaces, businesses such as hotels or farms, private estates,
woodland, commercial forestry or private gardens. this document’s content and
structure reflects the ntsg’s five key principles.

4

Context
this document integrates and updates issues concerning trees and their management
for human safety, bringing together concepts from several other national guidance
documents.
in recent years, many owners and managers of trees have been seeking clear and
concise guidance on what is expected of them in terms of fulfilling their moral and
legal responsibilities with respect to the trees on their estate or property. there is a
pervasive perception in today’s risk-averse society that the decisions people may make
about the safety of trees on their land could result in an incident with serious legal
and financial consequences, not to mention loss of life and injury.
the ntsg believes that guidance which assists in setting a standard of action for
tree owners, challenging this risk-averse approach, would be beneficial. this
document is supported by a wide range of stakeholders involved in the ownership

5
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and management of trees. it provides guidance for inspecting and maintaining trees;
guidance that is reasonable and proportionate to: the low risk from trees, the benefits
of trees, and the health and safety obligations of those responsible for trees. as a
national guidance document produced by an authoritative and representative group,
its content and recommendations, if followed, should assist trees owners involved in
personal injury or compensation claims when presented to the court as supporting
documentation.
undoubtedly, important trees have been removed, and there is anecdotal
evidence to suggest that, across all the different ownership categories, trees have
been and are being removed unnecessarily due to the fear of litigation. in many cases,
the value of trees is not easy to express in monetary terms. However, credible
methods of tree valuation are becoming more accepted and tree owners can ascribe
a financial value to their trees if they wish to do so. it is harder still to put a financial
value on all the ecosystem services that trees provide across the broad spectrum of
land use types. these include environmental and societal values – those esoteric and
social values enjoyed by everybody but whose benefits are indirect. examples are:
better mental health, biodiversity, improved local environment and social cohesion.
set against these benefits are the costs of maintenance and the fear of litigation. the
ntsg position statement argues that it is reasonable to include societal value and
benefit in the calculation of what is reasonable where a landowner or manager is
acting in the public interest. this document sets out the ntsg position and seeks to
put forward a credible and defendable approach to tree risk management.

The objectives of tree risk management
the management of risk, when properly organised, enables an organisation, among
other things, to:
●
increase the likelihood of achieving its objectives
●
identify and control the risk
●
comply with relevant legal and regulatory requirements
●
improve stakeholder confidence and trust.
trees form part of the overall landscape and their presence has many different
benefits depending on how the land is used. not all trees are managed and, even for
those that are, such management forms a component of overall land management.
Human safety is one part of that management. it is important to recognise, therefore,
that risk management can be undertaken only by understanding the trees and their
value to people in the context within which they grow. this context naturally includes
their distribution in relation to the population that might be harmed. the
requirement under health and safety legislation is to have a suitable and sufficient risk
assessment, and to apply measures that are reasonable and practicable. this guidance
shows an integrated approach to that process within the wider context of land
ownership and management.

NT S G
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IntroductIon

Figure 1. Risk Management Process

contExt
What benefits do these
trees give to this land?

Example Zones:
no inspection,
informal observation,
formal observation,
detailed observation
carry out regimes of
evidence gathering
appropriate to zones

is there likely to be any risk to
human safety from these trees?

rIsk IdEntIfIcatIon
is it useful to establish zones?

rIsk anaLysIs
What is the actual level of risk?

record keeping, monitoring and review

People:
Location, numbers,
road/rail etc.

rIsk IdEntIfIcatIon

communication and consultation

Trees:
species, age, condition…

2

3

4

rIsk EvaLuatIon
is this risk acceptable?

tree removal, tree surgery,
increasing frequency and
intensity of inspections,
reducing access?

5

rIsk trEatmEnt
What action, if any, needs
to be taken to treat the risk
and preserve as many of the
benefits as possible?
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Securing the many benefits of trees to society
trees are fundamental to our wellbeing and quality of life. their size, number and age
make them one of the most visible and continuous aspects of our lives. their beauty
and majesty have inspired artists, poets and writers. trees may be significant to us
personally, marking historical occasions, commemorating a birth, family event or
celebration of a life.
in seeking to provide guidance on tree risk management, it is first necessary to
identify those benefits accrued from the presence of trees that are secured for society,
by following the risk management process. these are the objectives or goals of the
risk management process. in the context of this document, these objectives are the
many benefits that trees bestow on our lives. appendix 2 provides further detail on
these benefits and it looks at some of the many benefits provided by the millions of
trees in the united kingdom (uk) and examines their contribution to our health,
wealth and wellbeing.
Briefly, these include, but are not limited to, the various ecosystem services that
trees as one element of the natural environment provide to our society. these
ecosystem services cover a wide spectrum of benefits ranging across social, economic
and environmental areas. it is now broadly accepted that failure to value, consider
and enhance those natural elements that provide these ecosystem services diminishes
our society as a whole. this approach builds on traditional conservationist attitudes
and recognises linkages between land, water, air and biodiversity.
trees are integral to most natural land-based ecosystems, providing a wide range
of ecosystem services to humankind, including mitigating the harmful effects of
climate change as well as assisting with climate adaptation. trees are an important
part of the economy, providing timber and non-timber forest products. they also
bring communities together, playing a part in their cultural and spiritual values and
aesthetic appreciation.
“Three hundred years growing. Three hundred years standing. Three hundred years
decaying.” Peter Collinson (1776) on the life cycle of English oak and sweet chestnut.

their importance is recognised in international, national and local government
policies, and many non-governmental organisations have policies dedicated to
conserving trees and their biodiversity.
the overall approach to tree management can be established only if the
advantages particular trees offer are evaluated in their own local context. People’s
safety is undoubtedly an important consideration, whether trees are managed for
their cultural, amenity, heritage or environmental benefits or for timber production
and other commercial interests. However, the ntsg believes the safety aspect of tree
management must be evaluated alongside these other benefits and the management
practices that seek to provide them. the consideration of benefit before the
examination of risk and legal obligation highlights the importance of context.

NT S G
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1
The overall approach
❝
to tree management can
be established only if the
advantages particular
trees offer are evaluated
in their own local
context

2

❞

3

4
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■ Boundary hedgerow trees. © The Tree Council
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the scale of what is reasonable cannot be developed in any other way. it is not
sufficient to say that trees provide benefits and their overall risk is low and so nothing
need be done to any tree anywhere. it is, however, reasonable to conclude that, in
many cases, nothing at all needs to be done to the trees, since the likelihood of a
death or injury is tiny given that trees are extremely unlikely to fall on people. such a
consideration, assuming it is accurate, would be enough to satisfy the requirement for
a suitable and sufficient risk assessment under health and safety legislation.
even where there is a potential for people to be harmed, management action to
reduce the risk could also vary considerably depending on the tree’s value.
the Health and safety executive (Hse), in producing guidance for Hse inspectors
and local authority enforcement officers, has stated that:
“…public safety aspects can be addressed as part of the approach to managing tree health
and tree owners should be encouraged to consider public safety as part of their overall
approach to tree management.”

1

Acknowledging trees are living organisms that naturally
lose branches or fall
in recent years, there has been a step change in society that appears on one level to
demand a more natural holistic provision of green infrastructure and outdoor space.
at the same time, it also demands that people are increasingly cosseted from the
rough edges of nature when they use or interact with it. this dilemma seems to stem
from a societal change that encourages litigation as a means of resolving disputes,
creating a driver that makes some tree owners greatly more risk-averse than they
would otherwise have been.

■ Economic benefits: providing income, jobs and a sustainable resource. © Forestry Commission/John McFarlane
NT S G
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1

2

■ social benefits: providing recreation and improved physical and mental wellbeing.
© Forestry Commission, Coed Y Cymoedd FD

3

the consequence of this for tree owners is the perception that those natural
features and characteristics of trees that have evolved over millennia as part of
complex ecosystems present risk to people and are therefore problematic and require
intensive management. examples are: deadwood, shedding branches, cavities,
decayed timber, fallen trees, split branches etc.
trees’ capacity for long life and their ability to grow to great height and size makes
them important to people, providing durable and useful materials, and protection from
the elements. When allowed to complete their natural life cycle, trees provide habitat
supporting a diversity of dependent species and, generally, as trees age, their associated
biodiversity increases. trees are keystone species. their importance for biodiversity is
such that, when they are removed from an ecosystem, the entire set of connections
between inter-dependent species breaks down and the system collapses.
appendix 3 develops the argument that overstating a tree’s potential to cause
death or injury risks the over-zealous removal of the whole tree or dead wood and
other habitats, which play a crucial role in maintaining some of the benefits of trees in
both the rural and urban context.
it is a particular challenge of tree management that, unlike man-made structures,
it is entirely normal and natural for trees to shed parts and eventually to fall. this
guidance and the ntsg position statement argue strongly that decisions about risk
can be undertaken only by making balanced judgments. technical estimates of a
tree’s likelihood to fail are only part of the picture – in many instances, the level of risk
is insufficient to warrant an inspection.
the information in appendix 3 reinforces the concept that management must
focus on the role and function of trees as living organisms as one part of a complex
ecosystem.

4

5
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trees
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The overall risk to human safety is extremely low
this chapter outlines the hse’s decision-making framework, known as the tolerability
of risk (tor) framework. it describes three levels: whether a risk is unacceptable,
tolerable or broadly acceptable. there is an expectation that:
●
both the level of individual risks and the societal concerns engendered by the
activity or process must be taken into account when deciding whether a risk is
unacceptable, tolerable or broadly acceptable
●
a suitable and sufficient risk assessment must be undertaken to determine the
measures needed to ensure that risks from the hazard are adequately controlled
●
there is a need to guard against disproportionate activity to control risk that
provides diminishing returns on investment in risk reduction.
research by the centre for decision analysis and risk management (darm) on behalf
of the ntsg (see below) has addressed this point. it demonstrates that the overall risk
to the public from falling trees is extremely low, representing about a one in 10
million chance of an individual being killed by a falling tree (or part of a tree) in any
given year1. the research also shows that there is limited societal concern about risks
of this type (although there may be adverse publicity in the immediate aftermath of
an individual incident). the analysis indicated that it would be unlikely that
adjustments to the current overall management regime would reduce the risk to
health and safety in any significant way.

Real risks and public concerns
trees grow in many different situations, and within areas of widely varying levels of
public access or other human activity. Where it is appropriate to manage trees, this
management should seek to enhance their significance (in terms of value, access and
other benefits) and all the other ecosystem service, biodiversity and social benefits
they provide, and to manage the undesirable impacts they can have (such as damage
to property and risk to human safety). considerable concern and uncertainty about
managing trees for safety has arisen in the last few years. this has largely been
stimulated by a number of court cases and other responses to rare incidents where a
falling tree or branch has killed or injured a person. addressing these concerns
requires information about the “real” risk involved and the level of public concern.

Risk tolerability: a philosophy of risks,
values, benefits and costs
Very simply, a hazard is something that can cause harm and here, the hazard is a tree.
risk is characterised by reference to potential events and consequences, or a
combination of the two. it is often expressed as a combination of an event’s
consequences and the likelihood of it occurring. in this case, a potential consequence
is death or serious injury. the important part of the assessment is the likelihood of
either occurring. Levels of risk are judged against a baseline, which is usually the

NT S G
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1
current overall maintenance or control regime for that hazard (the tree). When
assessing a tree, owners and managers need to judge whether the management
measures they adopt will fulfil society’s reasonable expectations. “reasonableness” is
a key legal concept when considering the risks of trees to the public and tree owners’
obligations. deciding what is reasonable can be undertaken only with regard to the
trees’ place within the wider management context and how that context influences
decisions locally. the hse presented this expectation in its risk philosophy, outlined in
figure 2 (see also figure 1).
the hse says that, for practical purposes, any activity or practice giving rise to risk
in the upper zone would be prohibited unless exceptional reasons could be given.
the bottom zone, in contrast, represents a level of risk which is taken as broadly
acceptable. the hse states:

Understanding the
risks from trees

2

“Risks falling in this region are generally regarded as insignificant and adequately
controlled. We, as regulators, would not usually require further action to reduce risks unless
reasonably practicable measures are available. The levels of risk characterising this region
are comparable to those that people regard as insignificant or trivial in their daily lives.”

2

3

hazards with risk levels falling in the intermediate band may be tolerated in order to
secure the associated benefits, providing that:
●
the nature and level of the risks are adequately assessed and the results are used

Increasing Individual Risks & Societal Concerns

Figure 2. Tolerability of Risk Framework1 (ToR)
Visual presentation of the level of general annual risks of death from falling trees – note the
‘tolerable region’ is where risks are managed as low as reasonably practicable (‘aLarP’)

1

4
UnaCCePtaBLe
region
1:10,000

toLeraBLe region
in this region risks are
managed ‘as low as
reasonably practicable’
(abbreviated by hse to ‘aLarP’)
≈ .1:1,000,000

BroadLY
aCCePtaBLe
region

the arrow points to
where the generalised
average annual level of
risk of death from
falling trees is located
according to the tor
framework

the diagram is based on Reducing risks, protecting people (hse 2001) figure 1: ‘hse framework for the tolerability of risk’.
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●

●

to determine control measures. the assessment of the risk needs to be based on
the best available evidence and, where evidence is lacking, on the best available
scientific advice.
the residual risks are not unduly high and kept as low as reasonably practicable
(the aLarP principle3).
the risks are periodically reviewed to ensure that the risk is controlled so far as is
reasonably practicable (sfairP) and they still meet the aLarP criteria, for
example, by ascertaining whether further or new control measures need to be
introduced to take account of new knowledge or new techniques for reducing or
eliminating risks.

an obvious question relating to the above concerns the precise likelihood of death or
serious injury associated with the threshold between the three zones. how many
incidents a year do there have to be before a risk moves from tolerable to
unacceptable? the hse says that it is often unnecessary to specify the threshold
because good practice is often spelled out or implied in legislation, approved codes of
practice (acoPs) or other guidance. however, based on its experience, the hse has
proposed guidelines4 for where these thresholds lie. this is very important when
seeking to establish what a reasonable standard of control is.
accordingly, the hse has identified that an individual risk of death of one in one
million per year for both workers and the public corresponds to a very low level of
risk, and this should be used as a guideline for the threshold between the broadly
acceptable and tolerable regions. it points out that this level of risk is extremely small
when compared with the general background level of risk which people face and
engage with voluntarily.

Research into deaths from falling trees
guidance to help owners and managers make reasonable decisions about tree
management needs to be backed up by reliable data on the actual level of risk posed
by falling trees. therefore, the national tree safety group commissioned the centre
for decision analysis and risk management at middlesex university to quantify the
risk of fatal and non-fatal injuries from falling or fallen trees and branches to the uk
public. the research identified 64 deaths during the 10 years after 1 January 19995.
With a uk population of roughly 60 million, this leads to an overall estimated risk of
about one death in 10 million people per year from falling or fallen trees and
branches.
so far as non-fatal injuries in the uk are concerned, the number of accident and
emergency cases (a&e) attributable to being struck by trees (about 55 a year) is
exceedingly small compared with the roughly 2.9 million leisure-related a&e cases
per year. footballs (262,000), children’s swings (10,900) and even wheelie bins
(2,200) are involved in many more incidents.
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Understanding the
risks from trees

2

3
■ © The Tree Council

a ComParison of risks of death
table 1 is reproduced from hse’s Reducing risks, protecting people with the risk of
falling and fallen trees added for comparative purposes.

4

Table 1. Annual risk of death from various causes over entire population
Cause of death

annual risk

Basis of risk and source

cancer

1 in 387

england and Wales 1999

injury and poisoning

1 in 3,137

uk 1999

all types of accidents and other
external causes

1 in 4,064

uk 1999

all forms of road accident

1 in 16,800

uk 1999

Lung cancer from radon in dwellings

1 in 29,000

england 1996

gas incident (fire, explosion or carbon
monoxide poisoning)

1 in 1,510,000

gB 1994/95–1998/99

from trees

1 in 10,000,000 or
less if high wind
incidents are excluded

this study

from lightning

1 in 18,700,000

england and Wales
1995–99

5
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Significance of the identified risks
the individual risk of death attributable to trees is 10 times Less than the threshold
of one death in one million per year that the hse says people regard as insignificant
or trivial in their daily lives. Because trees present a very low risk to people, owners
and managers should be able to make planning and management decisions within
this context and avoid unnecessary intervention, survey and cost.
the expectation of society and the courts reflects the fact that trees grow in many
different types of location. By carefully considering how trees fit into a particular local
context, owners and managers can better identify those areas and situations requiring
action. it will also help them ensure that any management is proportionate and
strikes an appropriate balance between the real risks and benefits.

The public perception of risk
one reason why trees fall into the “low” level of risk category is because over past
decades, in the majority of cases, appropriate and timely management decisions have
taken place. hazardous trees have been identified and remedial works undertaken.
as detailed in appendix 3, it is natural for trees to shed branches and ultimately fall
down. these events happen all the time and people have learnt how to live with
them. however, it is accepted in risk management that it is the perception of risk as
well as the actual risk itself that generates problems.
hse refers to the role of perception in its sector information minute (guidance for
hse inspectors and local authority enforcement officers) as follows:
“The risk, per tree, of causing fatality is of the order of one in 150 million for all trees in
Britain or one in 10 million for those trees in, or adjacent to areas of public use. However,
the low level of overall risk may not be perceived in this way by the public, particularly
following an incident.”

6

■ Brodsworth hall, south Yorkshire. © English Heritage/Bob Skingle
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1
as with other serious incidents involving loss of life or injury, people can become
more worried by falling trees after someone has just been killed by one and it has
been widely reported in the media.

Accidents from falling trees – newsworthiness
it can be reliably predicted that if a falling tree kills a member of the public, there will
be a passing story in the local, and occasionally national, media. this is because
unusual events, such as tree-related deaths, are more likely to be newsworthy than
commonplace accidents, even though the latter pose a far greater risk and cause
much more harm overall.
this newsworthiness does not imply a greater statutory duty to control the
hazard, or that it would be in the public interest to attempt to do so. there might be
a stronger case for this were trees more likely to kill large numbers of people in one
accident or were they to arouse societal concerns7, but there is no evidence that this is
the case.
Likewise, trees are not known to invoke societal concerns as a result of the risk of
harm that they present. in fact, there is far more evidence of true public societal
concern being sparked when trees are felled; the concern being a public desire for the
retention and preservation of trees.
there are many records of very strong local concern following the removal or
threat of removal of trees, sometimes on alleged health and safety grounds. this
strength of feeling could increase as more people realise that trees of significant
stature are being lost.
many local authorities undertake extensive consultation exercises before
undertaking tree removal within sensitive areas. the benefits of these discussions are
that better presentation of the pros and cons for retention and removal, with
intelligent debate between all parties, greatly improve the concerned residents’
perception and understanding of the works carried out in their locality.
the pressures on tree owners to follow a risk-averse approach have never been
greater. Publishing a tree strategy which clearly indicates how these management
decisions are taken and by whom allows a local authority to temper a risk-averse
outlook. as the house of Lords select committee on economics has put it:

Understanding the
risks from trees

2

3

4

“…the most important thing government can do is to ensure that its own policy decisions
are soundly based on available evidence and not unduly influenced by transitory or
exaggerated opinions, whether formed by the media or vested interests.”

5

8

Evaluation of what is reasonable
the hse believes that:
“…public safety aspects can be addressed as part of the approach to managing tree health
and tree owners should be encouraged to consider public safety as part of their overall
approach to tree management.”

9
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this is a useful position to establish, even though it is almost certainly not necessary to
agree that “tree health” is the only relevant criterion in managing trees. this
statement suggests that the hse accepts that human safety is to be considered within
a wider management context rather than in isolation. the courts have frequently
referred to this trade-off in civil cases. the first stage of an evaluation, therefore,
should focus on the context and role of the trees themselves. in the context of the
low level of risk noted already, the hse sim further states that:
“Given the large number of trees in public spaces across the country, control measures that
involve inspecting and recording every tree would appear to be grossly disproportionate to
the risk.”

9

What is inherent in this evaluation is a sense of proportion. this can be achieved
only by considering the tree’s place in a wider management context and people’s
relationship to that context locally.

Managing the risk from trees
exposure to an element of risk is an unavoidable consequence of all environments
where trees are part of leisure activities. in such circumstances, proportionate tree
management allows people to accept risk from trees as part of a stimulating and
beautiful environment. People enjoy what they perceive to be “natural” or
“unmanaged” countryside. they value trees that have been subject to minimal or no
intervention, and are prepared to accept a degree of risk because of the pleasure they
derive from visiting or participating in leisure activities in these environments10. tree
management11 or the lack of it should not expose people to significant likelihood of
death, permanent disability or life-threatening injuries. accidents are on occasions
unavoidable. such risk is tolerable only in the following conditions:
●
the likelihood is extremely low
●
the hazards are clear to users
●
there are obvious benefits
●
further reducing the risks would remove the benefits
●
there are no reasonably practicable ways to manage the risks.
for example, a mature tree in a city park presents a low but present risk of falling on
somebody, even if it is frequently inspected and treated. this risk is broadly
acceptable. the likelihood is typically low and people benefit from the retention of a
feature that is inextricably linked to why they visit the park.
in its position statement, the ntsg argues that it is reasonable that sufficiently
large organisations that own or manage trees develop a management strategy (in line
with practice in other sectors). this strategy may strike a balance between risks
present and benefits accrued. the balance should be based on a risk assessment
involving a risk/benefit trade-off between safety and other goals, which should be
spelled out in the strategy. organisations that publish and maintain a tree strategy or
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risks from trees
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■ Bute Park, Cardiff, typical urban park with mature trees. © Forestry Commission/Isobel Cameron

3

management plan, part of which includes information on their risk management plan
for the trees they own, are much better placed to demonstrate they have fulfilled
their duty of care. Where trees are grown for timber, this usually includes felling trees
as part of routine operations; as may be the case for other commercial operations and
public utilities that incorporate trees on their site. non-commercial trees frequently
have social and environmental value as well, and are important to human health and
wellbeing. the ntsg’s position is that, wherever possible, the presumption should be
that such trees be retained and allowed to complete their life cycle with minimal
management interventions.
such a reasonable strategy, articulating the benefits of trees, should, in the view
of the ntsg, carry as much weight in protecting the tree owner against litigation
following an incident as any factory’s reasonable risk management policy. it is
important to note that this is an emerging area within the field of managing safety
risks to the public. the way that courts take benefit into account in civil and criminal
cases is discussed in chapter 3.

4

Things to remember

5

research to date supports the position that the risk from trees in most instances is no
more than a routine and recognised risk of life, which most people accept without
question. in other words, planning decisions about the management of trees in
general should proceed on a rational, cost-effective basis as trees do not invoke
additional concerns about perceived risk. Public safety is not the only concern when
deciding how to manage trees. other broader concerns, such as ecological,
landscape and aesthetic value, should also be taken into account.
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Tree owners have a legal duty of care
chapter 3 covers the law in respect of an owner’s liabilities for injury to others caused
by the fall of a tree or branch in england, scotland, Wales and northern ireland. there
are slight differences in terms of how the law in each country deals with trees and
liabilities with respect to safety and the duty of care arising from tree-related incidents
(see pages 31-37). generally, due to a lack of case law in scotland and northern
ireland, much of the case law cited is english. the advice given below is based on an
evaluation of past court decisions. it is not intended to provide an exhaustive
exposition of the law relating to trees or the ownership of land1.
chapter 3 also addresses the role of this guidance document within the legal
framework.

The role of this guidance
this document, supported by a wide range of stakeholders involved in the ownership
and management of trees, seeks to provide guidance for the inspection and
maintenance of trees that is reasonable and proportionate to the low risk posed by
trees, to the benefits of trees, and to the health and safety obligations of those who
are responsible for trees. this document may be presented to a court for
consideration as supporting documentation in any case involving death or personal
injury caused by a falling tree or branch. reported judgments already demonstrate
that courts will consider publications of this nature when addressing the duty of care.
it must, however, be appreciated that the guidance in this document will not in
itself determine a court’s judgment in an individual case. first, all cases are sensitive to
their own facts. second, a court will always reserve to itself the decision as to whether
a tree owner has acted as “a reasonable and prudent landowner”. this guidance can,
however, inform the court in the making of that decision.

The legal framework
Under both the civil law and criminal law, an owner of land on which a tree stands
has responsibilities for the health and safety of those on or near the land and has
potential liabilities arising from the falling of a tree or branch. the civil law gives rise
to duties and potential liabilities to pay damages in the event of a breach of those
duties. the criminal law gives rise to the risk of prosecution in the event of an
infringement of the criminal law.

The civil law
the owner of the land on which a tree stands, together with any party who has
control over the tree’s management, owes a duty of care at common law to all
people who might be injured by the tree. the duty of care is to take reasonable care
to avoid acts or omissions that cause a reasonably foreseeable risk of injury to persons
or property.
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1
if a person is injured by a falling/fallen tree or branch, potential causes of action
arise against the tree owner in negligence for a breach of the duty of care, in the tort
of nuisance and, where the injured person was on the land of the tree owner at the
time of the injury, under the occupiers’ Liability acts of 1957 or 1984 (oLa 1957,
oLa 1984), (for scotland see the occupiers’ Liability (scotland) act 1960, for
northern ireland see the occupiers’ Liability act (northern ireland) 1957 and
occupiers’ Liability (northern ireland) order 1987).
some regulations under the Health and safety at Work etc act 1974 may also
give rise to liability under the civil law as well as under the criminal law (for which see
page 36). However, a discussion of the applicable regulations is beyond the purview
of this guidance.

2

NegligeNce
The dutyholder
this is the person who has control of the tree’s management whether as owner,
lessee, licensee or occupier of the land on which the tree stands. the relevant
highway authority is responsible for trees on land forming part of the highway.

what the law says

3

The person to whom the duty is owed
this is any person who can be reasonably foreseen as coming within the tree’s vicinity
and being injured by a fall of the tree or a branch from the tree. those using
highways, footways, public footpaths, bridleways, railways and canals are likely to
come within striking distance of trees on adjacent land. in public spaces, and
semi-public spaces such as churchyards and school grounds, those working in or
visiting them can be expected to come within the vicinity of trees. on private land,
visitors and employees can also be expected to come within the reach of trees.
trespassers may also, in certain circumstances, be expected to come within the
vicinity of trees on private land.

4

The duty owed
this can be stated in general terms as being a duty to take reasonable care for the
safety of those who may come within the vicinity of a tree. the courts have
endeavoured to provide a definition of what amounts to reasonable care in the
context of tree safety, and have stated that the standard of care is that of “the
reasonable and prudent landowner”2. the tree owner is not, however, expected to
guarantee that the tree is safe. the owner has to take only reasonable care such as
could be expected of the reasonable and prudent landowner.
the duty owed under the tort of nuisance is owed by a tree owner to the occupier
of neighbouring land. the duty, however, is no different to the general duty owed
under the tort of negligence.
a highway authority has a potential liability for fallen trees and branches for which
it is responsible by virtue of section 41(1) of the Highways act 1980, which gives rise

5
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The tree owner is not,
❝
however, expected to
guarantee that the tree is
safe. The owner has to
take only reasonable care
such as could be expected
of the reasonable and
prudent landowner

❞

■ Friary Park Oak, Friern Barnet. © Forestry Commission/Jim Smith
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1
to a duty “to maintain the highway”. it is open to question whether the duty extends
to the maintenance of highway trees3. However, assuming the duty does so extend,
the highway authority may, by section 58, defend itself by proving “that the authority
had taken such care as in all the circumstances was reasonably required to secure that
part of the highway to which the action relates was not dangerous for traffic”. the
duty under section 41(1) is, therefore, little different to that which arises under the
common law in negligence. similarly, the duty to maintain trees planted under
section 96 of the Highways act 1980 requires the highway authority to take only
“reasonable” care. a highway authority also has the power under section 154(2) of
the Highways act 1980 (see also s.91 roads (scotland) act 1984) to require trees
growing on land adjacent to the highway that are dead, diseased, damaged or
insecurely rooted, to be removed by those responsible for the trees and, in default of
removal, to take action itself to have the trees removed. a failure to utilise the power
in any particular case is unlikely to give rise to liability in the light of Stovin v Wise4.
similarly, it will not assist a person responsible for a tree growing adjacent to a
highway to blame the highway authority for failing to require him to remove a tree
that is found to have been dangerous.
it is the duty holder’s fundamental responsibility, in taking reasonable care as a
reasonable and prudent landowner, to consider the risks posed by their trees.
the level of knowledge and the standard of inspection that must be applied to
the inspection of trees are of critical importance. it is at this point that the balance
between the risk posed by trees in general terms, the amenity value of trees and the
cost of different types of inspection and remedial measures becomes relevant.

2

what the law says

3

the staNdard OF iNsPectiON

4

the courts have not defined the standard of inspection more precisely than the
standard of “the reasonable and prudent landowner”. it has been recognised that this
test sounds simpler than it really is: “it postulates some degree of knowledge on the
part of landowners which must necessarily fall short of the knowledge possessed by
scientific arboriculturists but which must surely be greater than the knowledge
possessed by the ordinary urban observer of trees or even of the countryman not
practically concerned with their care”5.
in individual cases, the courts have sought to apply this general standard to the
facts of each case6. However, there is no clear and unambiguous indication from the
courts in regard to the extent of the knowledge about trees a landowner is expected
to bring to tree inspection in terms of type and regularity of inspection. generally, the
courts appear to indicate that the standard of inspection is proportional to the size of
and resources available (in terms of expertise) to the landowner 7,8,9,10&11. it is of note
that the Hse states in the Hse sector information minute Management of the risk from
falling trees (Hse 2007), that: “for trees in a frequently visited zone, a system for
periodic, proactive checks is appropriate. this should involve a quick visual check for
obvious signs that a tree is likely to be unstable and be carried out by a person with a

5
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■ routine tree inspection. © Andy Tipping, Barnet Council

working knowledge of trees and their defects, but who need not be an arboricultural
specialist. informing staff who work in parks or highways as to what to look for would
normally suffice”.
in general terms, a landowner must identify those trees which might, if they fell,
pose a risk to people or property. He should then inspect such trees and identify any
obvious defects in the trees. if the landowner does not have sufficient knowledge of
trees to enable him to identify such obvious defects, he should engage someone who
has. Having identified a defect, the landowner (if sufficiently knowledgeable), or
someone with appropriate knowledge and expertise, should assess the risk posed by
the defect and take appropriate action, which might mean further monitoring of the
defect, pruning of the tree or felling (see chapter 4).
a number of commonly encountered obvious defects are illustrated in figure 3 in
chapter 4 general features to look out for when assessing a tree.

the OccuPiers’ liaBility act 1957
the occupiers’ Liability act 1957 provides for the liability of an occupier of land when
an accident occurs on the land to a person who is a “visitor” to the land (for scotland
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1
see the occupiers’ Liability (scotland) act 1960, for northern ireland see the
occupiers’ Liability act (northern ireland) 1957). the occupier owes a duty to the
visitor to “take such care as in all the circumstances of the case is reasonable to see
that the visitor will be reasonably safe in using the premises for the purposes for which
he/she is invited or permitted by the occupier to be there”12. the duty of care under
the act is effectively the same as that at common law in respect of the torts of
negligence or nuisance.
a person visiting land by virtue of the national Parks and access to the
countryside act 1949, the countryside and rights of Way act 2000 (croWa) or the
marine and coastal access act 2009 is not classed as a “visitor” within the meaning
of oLa 195713. the person cannot, therefore, bring a claim under the oLa 1957.
However, he/she may still potentially bring a claim in negligence or, if appropriate,
under oLa 1984.

2

the OccuPiers’ liaBility act 1984
the occupiers’ Liability act 1984 provides for an occupier’s liability to people other
than visitors, in particular trespassers, in circumstances where the occupier knows of
the potential presence of such people on their land and of the risk posed to them by
features of the land such as trees, and the risk is one against which, in all the
circumstances, the occupier may reasonably be expected to offer them some
protection. for northern ireland see the occupiers’ Liability (northern ireland)
order 1987.
the duty under section 1 of the act to a person on “access land” in the exercise of
a right to roam conferred by section 2(1) of croWa 2000 will be determined having
regard to the fact that the existence of the right ought not to place an undue burden
upon the occupier, and having regard to the importance of maintaining the character
of the countryside14.
the duty under oLa 1984 is also limited in that no duty will arise in respect of
risks resulting from any natural feature of the landscape (which will include a tree),
nor from any river, stream, ditch or pond15, providing that the occupier does not
intentionally or recklessly create the risk16.

what the law says

3

4

warNiNg NOtice
a warning notice that warns of a specific danger posed by a tree (or trees) may be
sufficient to absolve an occupier from liability in that they may, by such notice, have
taken all reasonable care for the visitor’s safety in the circumstances17. However, in
general, a landowner should not rely upon warning signs alone to protect against a
danger. a business occupier cannot by reference to any contract term, or to a notice,
exclude or restrict his liability for death or personal injury resulting from negligence
or a breach of duty under oLa 195718, save where the access to the land is given
for educational or recreational purposes (unconnected with the purpose of
the business)19.

5
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the cOmPeNsatiON act
section 1 of the compensation act 2006 provides that:
“A court considering a claim in negligence or breach of statutory duty may, in determining
whether the defendant should have taken particular steps to meet a standard of care
(whether by taking precautions against a risk or otherwise), have regard to whether a
requirement to take those steps might:
(a) prevent a desirable activity from being undertaken at all, to a particular extent in a
particular way, or
(b) discourage persons from undertaking functions in connection with a desirable activity.”

the term “a desirable activity” is not defined by the act and is likely to be construed
so as to give a wide meaning to the term. it is likely, therefore, that it includes an
activity such as the growing of trees. While the act reinforces the importance of being
able to balance the amenity, health, and other intrinsic biodiversity values of trees
against the risk posed by a tree, it is doubtful whether it will materially alter the
courts’ approach to claims arising from falling trees. the act applies only to civil
claims and not to criminal prosecutions.

The criminal law
the Health and safety at Work etc act 1974 places a duty on employers to ensure, so
far as is reasonably practicable, that in the course of conducting their undertaking,
employees and members of the public are not put at risk (sections 2(1) and 3(1)
respectively, see also section 3(2) in respect of self-employed persons). the acts of
felling or lopping a tree clearly fall within the scope of this duty. it is also likely that the
growing and management of trees on land falls within the scope of the duty if such
operations fall within the employer’s undertaking.
the duty is subject to the words “so far as is reasonably practicable”. this proviso
requires an employer to address the practical and proportionate precautions which
can be taken to reduce a risk. the courts have generally been unwilling to take into
account environmental or aesthetic values when considering whether a step is
reasonably practicable, confining the consideration to whether a precautionary
step can “practically” be undertaken20. nevertheless, in HSE v North Yorkshire
County Council (20.5.10) Wilkie J., when directing the jury as to the meaning
of “reasonably practicable”, identified as a material consideration “the benefits of
conducting the activity”.
He said (ntsg emphasis):
“Now, in this context what does ‘reasonably practicable’ mean? Well, as you have been told
correctly, it is a narrower concept than what is physically possible. It requires a computation
to be made by the employer in which the amount of risk is placed on one scale and the
sacrifice involved in the measures necessary for averting the risk, whether in terms of money,
time or trouble, or the benefits of conducting the activity, are placed in the other. If there is
a gross disproportion between them where the risk to health and safety is insignificant in
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1
relation to the sacrifice and/or loss of benefit involved in averting that risk then the
defendant discharges the onus upon him and is entitled to be acquitted, but if the
defendant does not persuade you of that on the balance of probabilities then you
would convict.”

the management of Health and safety at Work regulations 1999 require employers,
and self-employed persons, by regulation 3 to “make a suitable and sufficient
assessment of the risks to the health and safety of persons not in his employment
arising out of or in connection with the conduct by him of his undertaking”. this
requires an employer, and a self-employed person, to undertake a risk assessment of
the tree stock on the land which forms part of the undertaking.
Breach of the duty under the act, or the regulations derived from the act, can
give rise to a criminal prosecution against the employer. enforcement of the act is
vested in the Hse and, in some instances, local authorities. the Hse has provided
guidance for its inspectors and local authority enforcement officers in connection
with the inspection of trees in the sector information minute Management of the risk
from falling trees (Hse 2007)21.
the responsibilities under criminal law primarily arise in respect of employers,
self-employed persons and those who control a business undertaking. However,
responsibilities under criminal law can also, in exceptional circumstances, arise in
respect of manslaughter by corporate undertakings or individuals, leading to a police
investigation and possible prosecution (see the Work related Death Protocol 2003).
there has been no prosecution for manslaughter in respect of falling trees.

2

what the law says
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4
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A sense of proportion
❝
is vital. This can be
achieved only by
considering the tree’s
place in a wider
management context and
people’s relationship to
that context locally

❞

■ © The Tree Council
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1
Introduction
Tree owners should take a balanced and proportionate
approach to tree management
chapter 4 develops the general approach to enhancing good practice in the sector. it
recognises that trees are managed for a variety of reasons and therefore that the
expectation of a “suitable and sufficient risk assessment” referred to by the Hse varies
with context.
in general, the risk from trees has certainly reached the situation where residual
risks (those that remain after management for safety) are sufficiently low that
investment in additional measures is likely to be disproportionate to any safety
benefit. as the Hse itself notes in Reducing risks, protecting people:

2

“Any informed discussion quickly raises ethical, social, economic and scientific
considerations, for example: …how to achieve the necessary trade-offs between benefits to
society and ensuring that individuals are adequately protected; the need to avoid the
imposition of unnecessary restrictions on the freedom of the individual.”

3

chapter 4 also shows that a sense of proportion is vital in this evaluation. this can be
achieved only by considering the tree’s place in a wider management context and
people’s relationship to that context locally.

How tHis guidance Relates to otHeR documents
there are many documents offering guidance for managing trees in the context of
public safety. these tend to be aimed at professionals such as those involved in
general tree surveying1, and to cover specific issues connected with tree hazard
assessment and management2 and tree-related risk3. some national and specialist
organisations have also produced guidance including for forestry4 and nature
conservation5,6 and for health and safety regulators7. there is also policy guidance for
wider sector interests in trees, including for parks8, greenspaces9 and access to the
countryside10.
While tree safety inspection and risk management is usually only a small part of an
organisation’s wider remit, these may have implications for broader tree
management. for example, tree inspection is naturally encompassed within the
guidance for highway inspectors as part of their overall responsibility for public
safety11. although guidance devised for the play sector12 does not refer specifically to
trees, it may nonetheless be highly relevant to the formulation of tree safety policies.
these examples, though by no means exhaustive, demonstrate the scope of
advice and guidance already brought to bear on tree safety management. because
the range of advice is not necessarily proportionate to the risk and does not
necessarily take account of the benefits that trees provide, the ntsg has drafted this
stakeholder-supported document, based on wide consultation, to provide an
integrated approach to reasonable tree risk management.

Reasonable, balanced
tRee Risk management

4
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Extremely low risk of harm
Hse guidance for its inspectors and local authority enforcement officers on the
standard of tree risk management and the darm research commissioned by the
ntsg on behalf of landowners confirm that the overall real risk of serious harm from
trees in the Uk is “extremely low”13. indeed, the levels of risk are so low that they are
“comparable to those that people regard as insignificant or trivial in their daily lives”,
near the bottom of the spectrum of what the Hse considers as acceptable risk:
“Risks falling into this region are generally regarded as insignificant and adequately
controlled. We, as regulators, would not usually require further action to reduce risks unless
reasonably practicable measures are available. The levels of risk characterising this region
are comparable to those that people regard as insignificant or trivial in their daily lives.
They are typical of the risk from activities that are inherently not very hazardous or from
hazardous activities that can be, and are, readily controlled to produce very low risks.”

14

Legal requirements
the law requires only that people should “take reasonable care to avoid acts or
omissions which cause a reasonably foreseeable risk of injury to persons or
property”15. What does this mean in practice? chapter 3 outlines the legal
background surrounding tree owners’ responsibility for the safety of their trees.
the generally agreed standard to be achieved is that of a “reasonable and prudent
landowner”.

Responsible management
landowners who already sensibly manage their trees can be reasonably confident
that there is no need for any radical change driven by a fear of the law, though they
may find this guidance useful when reviewing management practice. responsible
management should seldom result in large-scale tree removal for safety reasons.
no tree can be guaranteed to be safe. as long as we retain trees, we cannot achieve
zero risk. a disproportionate response to the actual risks posed by trees leads to
unnecessary intervention, particularly alongside roads and public places.
disproportionately responding to risk itself runs the risk of diminishing the
landscape and depriving the whole community of the enjoyment of trees and their
wider benefits.

essentials of a Reasonable, balanced appRoacH
the number of trees for which owners are responsible varies enormously, as do the
means available for their management. this guidance offers a framework for tree
owners to manage their trees reasonably, informed of the reasons why trees are
important. such a framework allows the owner to establish a proportionate approach
to practical tree management for the reasonable safety of visitors and passers-by. this
approach is based on achieving a balance between, on the one hand, the benefits
trees provide to the environment and to people, and, on the other hand, risks posed
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■ an obvious feature indicating a defect: a root rotting fungus (Meripilus giganteus) on a beech tree. © The Tree Council

3

to public safety. this is a non-defensive approach involving a proportionate response
to risk. it is defendable in law and does not require excessive risk management or
undue intervention.

low Risks and common sense
generally speaking, the existing tree management regimes in the Uk’s towns, cities
and countryside contribute to the acknowledged low risk of anyone being killed or
injured by a fallen or falling tree or branch. the normal practices that have prevailed
over the past decades have, in large measure, been reasonable and proportionate.
these management regimes have worked in conjunction with people’s
commonsense approach to appraising risk from trees.

Reasonable, balanced
tRee Risk management

4

defendable pRactice
a key objective for most owners and managers is to maintain a defendable position at
the lowest cost while avoiding undesirable loss of valued trees. defendable
management is consistent with a duty of care based on reasonable care, reasonable
likelihood and reasonable practicability. landowners and managers who know how
important their trees are tend to take an interest in them; including their setting and
how people use their land, the benefits that trees bring and their structural features. it
is reasonable that decisions regarding tree safety are considered against a background
of the general low risk from falling trees. being reasonable involves taking actions
proportionate to the risk. this inevitably involves a judgment for owners, duty holders
and advisers. reasonable tree management has both reactive and proactive elements.
While the owner or manager may need to react to events involving dangerous trees
as they arise, it is also prudent to have forward-looking procedures to keep

5
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tree-related risks at an acceptable level. these procedures do not need to be
complicated and may be incorporated into a tree strategy where applicable.

Defect, obvious defect, hazard and risk
wHat is a defect?
the term “defect” can be misleading, as the significance of structural deformities in
trees (variations from a perceived norm) can be extremely variable. indeed,
deformities can be a response to internal hollowing or decay, compensating for loss of
wood strength and providing mechanical advantage, allowing the tree to adapt to
wind and gravitational forces. With inadequate understanding, so-called defects may
be erroneously confused with hazards and, furthermore, hazards with risk – so unless
the risk of harm arising from a hazard is properly taken account of, management can
be seriously misinformed, potentially leading to costly and unnecessary intervention.
ntsg definition: “a defect in the context of the growing environment of a tree is
a structural, health or environmental condition that could predispose a tree to failure”.

wHat is an obvious defect?
the courts and specialist literature often apply the term “obvious” when referring to
tree defects of which an owner or adviser should be aware. obvious defects are likely
to be so apparent that most people, whether specialist or not, would recognise them.
While obvious defects may include external indications of potential structural failure,
they take many forms, not all of which are significant hazards. defects pose risks only
where there is a likelihood of harm. an obvious risk defect might be a large tree that is
clearly breaking up over a well-used road. a person doing a safety inspection is on the
lookout for obvious defects posing a serious and present risk, particularly where the
danger is immediate.

wHat is a HazaRd?
simply put, a hazard is a situation or condition with the potential to cause harm. With
regard to trees, this means that any part of the tree – its trunk, branches or crown –
that might fail structurally, collapse and fall onto a person or property, causing injury
or damage, is a hazard. as all trees have this potential, they and their components are
hazards.

Risk is tHe pRobability of HaRm and seveRity of
consequences fRom a paRticulaR HazaRd
although all trees are potentially hazardous, the level of risk is relative to the number
of people and the presence of valuable property that could be harmed or damaged in
the event of root, branch or trunk failure16. the extent of risk is therefore both relative
to the number of people within the falling distance of the tree and the degree of
harm that could be caused should the tree structurally fail. the area where trees grow
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■ a wood decay fungus (Ganoderma applanatum) that may have implications for tree stability.

can be characterised according to the level of pedestrian, vehicle or other use – and
‘zoned’ in terms of their level of usage. therefore, if the tree was to collapse and no
one was within reach of it, then there would be no risk. so, a large tree presents a
negligible risk regardless of whether or not it is hazardous, if it is growing in an area
where few people go.

Key steps in tree safety management

4

tHe essentials

Reasonable, balanced
tRee Risk management

a reasonable and balanced approach forms the basis of a tree safety strategy for
sensible tree safety management. by a “strategy”, we mean a plan that guides
management decisions and practice, in a reasonable and cost-effective way, typically
covering three essential aspects:
●
zoning: appreciating tree stock in relation to people or property
●
tree inspection: assessing obvious tree defects
●
managing risk at an acceptable level: identifying, prioritising and undertaking
safety work according to level of risk.

5

a tree safety strategy may not necessarily be supported by extensive records. it may
be self-evident through general prudent practice and behaviour. alternatively, a
strategy may be explicitly formulated and expressed through documents relating to
management practice. if reasonably carried out, the strategy should meet the duty of
care required by law, without the need for an overly bureaucratic approach or
excessive paperwork. in the event of an accident, documents may provide supporting
evidence that reasonable care has been taken.
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keeping RecoRds
records, including maps, provide the basis for safety management reviews and, in the
extremely rare event of an accident, can be important proof of reasonable tree
management. it is not necessary to record every tree inspected; however, records of
trees presenting a serious risk and requiring treatment are useful, as is a record of how
they have been treated. When inspections are carried out, records can demonstrate
that the owner or manager has met a key component of their duty of care. other
useful ways of demonstrating reasonable assessment and management of trees include
recording recommendations for work and when tree work has been carried out.

Zoning
Zoning is a practice whereby landowners and managers define areas of land
according to levels of use. this practice prioritises the most used areas, and by doing
so contributes to a cost-effective approach to tree inspection, focusing resources
where most needed. it contributes to sensible risk management and a defendable
position in the event of an accident. it may be a reasonable outcome of the zoning
process to decide that no areas require inspection. classifying levels of use in this way
requires only a broad assessment of levels of use. typically, two zones, high and low
use, may be sufficient. High use zones are areas used by many people every day, such
as busy roads, railways and other well-used routes, car parks and children’s
playgrounds or where property may be affected. While owners and managers may
deem it appropriate to use a more sophisticated approach, designating three or more

■ a high-use urban area used by many people every day. Requires regular inspection. © Forestry Commission/Jim Smith
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■ great wood, somerset. © Forestry Commission/Ross Hoddinott

3

zones, in the event of an accident whichever system is adopted may require
justification according to the standard set.

wHat to consideR and wHo sHould do tHe woRk
as a first step in tree risk management, the trees’ location in the context of levels of
use is key to understanding what risks, if any, may be associated with them. the
assessment should consider all the trees on the property and determine which are in
areas of high public access, or could fall onto areas of public use or onto property that
could be damaged.
normally, the best person to do an initial assessment is someone familiar with the
land, how it is used and what trees are present. typically, this could be the landowner,
occupier or land manager. it does not require a tree specialist to zone a site.

Reasonable, balanced
tRee Risk management

4

tRees witHin falling distance of Roads, Railways etc.
annually, among the relatively few accidents from falling trees, the greatest risk to
public safety has proved to be from trees within falling distance of where people
move at speed in vehicles. However, even trees in well-used areas pose an overall level
of risk to public safety that is extremely low. on average over the past decade, four
people a year have died from roadside trees falling onto vehicles or from collisions
with fallen trees, mainly because:
●
risk of harm from falling trees is related to the force of impact
●
the likelihood and extent of harm is influenced by the speed at which vehicles
may impact
●
risks are higher when vehicles are travelling at speed in high winds.

5

it is both the high usage of roads and the speed at which people travel along them
that makes this the most likely way that people will be killed by trees17.
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■ a low-use zone used by a few people variably may only require irregular inspection. © The Tree Council

tRees in aReas witH low public use RequiRe less
fRequent inspection
trees in areas of low public use require zoning, but in many instances may only
require irregular inspection, if any. if the management decision is not to undertake an
inspection but to do only a visual check or, indeed, not to do a visual check due to the
area’s low use, this needs to be recorded as part of the zoning plan.

not all tRees alongside all Roads pose a significant Risk
not all roads are busy roads and not all roadside trees are large enough to kill or injure
if they fall. it is nonetheless reasonable that certain roadside trees, particularly those
alongside busy public roads, should be inspected. this also applies to trees alongside
railways, where the train speed and number of people who could be affected in one
incident increases the level of risk.

tRees in aReas of HigH public use RequiRe an
inspection Regime
it is reasonable to inspect trees within falling distance of other well-used areas, such as
car parks, gardens open to the public or urban public spaces. Zoning according to
the levels of public use helps to decide in which areas trees pose higher risks than
others and how to allocate tree inspection resources reasonably. inspection will vary
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1
according to the site’s circumstances and the owner’s policy, influenced by levels of
use and the importance of their trees. even in well-used areas, inspecting and
recording each tree is not always necessary (see types of inspection). trees with
structural faults, but valued for their habitat or amenity interests, that are retained in
frequently-used areas may require specific assessment and management. on the
other hand, trees in well-used natural woodland or woodland surrounding housing or
a public park may only warrant an informal or non-onerous prioritised system of
assessment to identify trees warranting closer inspection.

2

Trees in infrequently-used areas
the risk of death or serious injury from trees in infrequently-used areas is so low that it
is reasonable that these should receive no formal inspection or visual check. However,
owners may need to respond to any reports of problems.

Tree inspection
the three types of inspections are:
●
informal observations
●
formal inspections
●
detailed inspections.

3

following zoning according to levels of public use, it is necessary to identify which
trees require inspection. this is carried out on-site simply by walking or driving
around the areas with trees (see formal inspections section below). the selection of a
tree for closer inspection is influenced by its size, condition and the level of use within
its falling distance. a sensible judgment is required so that the landowner does not
waste resources. for example, groups of young trees near well-used areas may be
generally considered to pose low risk and not warrant further inspection.
the term inspection may cover a whole range of activities, from a superficial
informal observation, to a quick, visual check and then to a detailed, device-assisted
inspection. inspections are carried out by non-specialists through to specialists trained
to different levels of competence and experience. While technology can assist in
inspecting important trees under exceptional circumstances, normal, day-to-day
observation is the most useful source of information and provides the principal basis
of tree assessment. the interested, non-expert, caring tree owner or observant passer-by
plays a tremendously important part in maintaining the acknowledged low level of
threat posed by trees in the Uk. the level of resources allocated to tree inspection is
influenced by the number and quality of trees and the type and level of surrounding use.

Reasonable, balanced
tRee Risk management

4

5

infoRmal obseRvations
informal observations of trees contribute to wider management and tree safety. in
some circumstances, informal observation may be considered reasonable and
appropriate. People with good local knowledge and familiarity with local trees and
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their surroundings are generally aware of them, including potentially dangerous
situations that may arise from them. given the general extremely low risk posed by
trees, public safety can be addressed as part of the property’s wider management.
choosing to manage the risk by informal observation is not a reason to do
nothing. the decision to rely on informal observations must sit within a management
framework that acknowledges, responds to and acts upon any defects reported by
these informal observations.
typically, where owners rely on informal observation, they look at their trees in
relation to their health and structural condition, and act upon any circumstances
posing unacceptable risks. similarly, staff responsible for managing or maintaining the
property do not go out of their way to assess the trees. they are instructed to be
aware of the trees’ health and condition as part of their other daily tasks, identifying
structural weakness or actual failure that pose an imminent threat to public safety and
that would be patently apparent to a non-expert.
reports of tree-related safety problems arising from informal observations by staff
or members of the public reporting should be acted upon. initially, this may take the
form of a formal inspection by a competent member of staff or an external inspector.
this may then result in no further action being required, or in tree surgery, felling or
implementing measures to manage the area within falling distance of the tree.

foRmal inspections
in a formal inspection, someone visits the tree with the specific purpose of performing
an inspection that is not incidental to other activities. the spectrum of formal
inspection ranges from survey work for tree inventories, to health and condition
assessments. these may be carried out through “drive-by” and “walk-over”
inspections or ground-based visual checks. drive-by and walk-over inspections are
accepted types of reasonable risk assessment under certain circumstances. it should
be noted that reliance on drive-by inspections is not appropriate in busy urban areas.
initial drive-by inspections can, when appropriate, assist in deciding where tree
management, walk-over or detailed inspection might be necessary. Walk-over
inspections may not identify hidden features, such as fungal fruiting bodies tucked in
the tree’s roots. simple formal inspection, through ground level visual checks in the
course of walk-over surveys, provides a useful, cost-effective means of identifying clear
and present signs of immediate instability (uprooting or other structural failure). this
is an important means of identifying when pressing action is needed, including
further specialist inspection.

detailed inspections
given that most trees present an extremely low risk, it is unreasonable to expect that
every tree in a given area should receive a detailed inspection; to do so would be
grossly disproportionate to the benefit gained in risk reduction. the need for detailed
inspection typically applies only to individual, high-value trees which have been
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1
identified from informal observation or formal inspection, as giving high-priority
concern in well-used zones. the detailed inspection is normally prioritised according
to the level of safety concern. it usually entails an initial ground-level, visual
assessment by a competent specialist looking at the exterior of the tree for signs of
structural failure. in a few special cases, further detailed investigations may be
required, involving one or more of the following: soil and root condition assessments,
aerial inspections of upper trunk and crown, or other procedures to evaluate the
nature of suspected decay and defects, including using specialist diagnostic tools.
detailed inspections are therefore unusual, typically reserved for trees valued for their
heritage amenity or habitat and which are suspected of posing a high level of risk, as
already identified through owner interest or a previous formal or informal assessment.

2

Who can carry out tree inspections?
wHo can make infoRmal obseRvations?
People with good local knowledge and familiarity with local trees are suited to
carrying out informal observations. typically, this does not require a tree specialist,
but rather those closely associated with a property, such as the owner, gardener,
other employee or agent, who understands the way the property is used (areas most
and least frequented) and the extent of the danger, should a tree be found that is
falling apart or uprooting. reports of problems by staff or members of the public are a
fundamental part of informal observations and should be acted upon.

3

wHo can make a foRmal inspection?
formal inspections do not necessarily require specific qualifications but do require
general tree knowledge and the ability to recognise normal and abnormal
appearance and growth for the locality. inspectors need the capacity to assess
approximate tree height and falling distance from the tree to the area of use and
when to request a detailed inspection. they also need an ability to recognise
obviously visible signs of serious ill health or significant structural problems, such as
substantial fractured branches or a rocking root plate which, were they to cause tree
failure, could result in serious harm.

Reasonable, balanced
tRee Risk management

4

wHo can do a detailed inspection?

5

detailed inspections require an appropriately competent person, experienced in the
field of investigation that is to be carried out. Whoever is commissioning the detailed
inspection should satisfy themselves as to the suitability of the inspector’s
qualifications, experience and professional indemnity and public liability insurance.
Professional bodies who can offer guidance are listed in the contacts section at the
end of this document. a specialist involved in conducting a detailed tree inspection
should be able to demonstrate the reasonable basis for allocating risks according to
priority, and identify cost-effective ways of managing those tree-related risks.
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Risk acceptability, prioritising treatment and
inspection frequency
When inspecting trees for public safety, the inspection primarily looks for external
features indicating mechanical (structural) defects that pose a significant risk to public
safety, concentrating on risks that are either immediate or reasonably foreseeable in
the near future. the inspection will not normally identify trees that fall outside these
categories for action.

immediate Risk to public safety
immediate risk of serious harm is a risk of such immediacy and consequence that
urgent action is required. in most cases, immediate risks are likely to be clearly
observable in the course of informal or formal inspection and must be dealt with
immediately, whether by means of tree work, eg felling, or through site management.
for example, where a large tree is found with an obviously lifting root plate or actively
separating heavy branch within falling distance of a busy road, this may involve
stopping or diverting traffic or felling, crown weight reduction or branch removal.
most immediate risks have a reasonable likelihood of being identified by
non-specialists and specialists.

non-immediate Risks posed by tRees to public safety
risk of serious harm in the near future is non-immediate and can be reasonably
managed at an acceptable level by a planned, cost-effective response. action will be
needed when inspections identify trees posing risks in the near future. once
identified, the response may involve prioritised treatment of the tree or site to
manage the risk within the near future at an acceptable level, or further specialist
assessment to clarify the extent of risk and treatment.

Risks not RequiRing a Response in tHe neaR futuRe
Where trees are identified as not posing a risk in the near future, there is no specific
requirement for additional management. existing informal and/or formal inspection
procedures should be sufficient.

special tRees
informal and formal inspections both have a reasonable likelihood of identifying trees
posing a risk of serious harm in the near future. important trees that owners want to
retain, eg for heritage, habitat or visual amenity, but which may present a significant
risk, are likely to require specialist detailed inspection to manage them without serious
loss of the benefits they provide.

fRequency of inspection
informal tree inspections contribute significantly to public safety, being important for
deciding when action is needed and when more formal assessment is appropriate.
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indicating immediate
seRious stRuctuRal
failuRe
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such features are surprisingly few,
and include:
● actively lifting root plate
● heavy limb actively splitting or
breaking away from the tree
● stem fractured, moving and
opening enough to “pinch”.

obvious featuRes tHat
may indicate stRuctuRal
failuRe

c

b

a
■ obvious defects. © The Tree Council

1

it is inappropriate to react to tree
defects as though they are all
immediately hazardous. growth
deformities and other defects do
not necessarily indicate structural
weakness. When noting features
that might indicate a likelihood of
weakness or collapse, it is
important that concern for risk of
failure is restricted to events likely
in the near future. trees exhibit a
wide range of such features, and
the scope for interpreting their
significance is complex,
particularly when considering the
likelihood of non-immediate
failure. for example, anomalies in
tree growth may indicate internal
decay and hollowing; but
anomalies in form may be
attributable to the tree having
compensated for the decay, by
mechanically adapting to natural
processes.
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base of root plate
large cavity at base potentially
colonised with wood decay fungi
splitting or fractures in trunk or
branches
decay in old pruning wounds
branches attached at
structurally weak unions
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guidance relating to inspection frequency varies greatly; there is no uniformly
accepted frequency appropriate to all situations. the decision is a judgment for the
owner, agent or adviser, applying sensible reasonable behaviour in taking account of
the site circumstances as a basis for good practice. examples are given in chapter 5 in
connection with several types of land holding and circumstances.

General tree features to look for when inspecting trees
safety inspection needs to consider features that might affect the structure and their
significance as hazards. figure 3 illustrates a tree with a range of defects that would
be expected to be clearly identifiable from a basic visual check.

Management
site consideRation
management options are guided by the overall aims that might be defined in a site’s
strategy document. in general, choosing which risk control measures to use while
conserving the tree involves weighing up the costs and benefits. trees bestow a wide
range of benefits (see appendix 2) and these should be considered along with the
risks the tree may present. one cost-effective way to reduce the risk, without the costs
involved in tree maintenance, is to manage access to the site.

managing tHe tRees foR Habitat and amenity value
When all the options for managing the area within falling distance of the tree have
been explored or where public exclusion from the area is neither desirable nor
practical, remedial tree work will be necessary. it is advisable to undertake the
minimum work necessary to reduce risk to an acceptable level. management options
should be discussed with the person carrying out the work. Where biodiversity and
habitat have high value, a range of treatment options may be appropriate to retain
maximum habitat balanced with the need for adequate safety. With high value trees,
felling will be a last resort after taking into consideration all other options. even when
felling is specified, it may be possible to remove a tree’s crown and retain the upright,
dead stem for its habitat value as a monolith. felled trees and trunks may also be left
on the ground to provide important deadwood habitat.

managing tHe tRees witH vaRying inspection Regimes
management options also include increasing the frequency and intensity of
monitoring the tree’s condition.

managing tHe aRea witHin falling distance of tRees
Where important trees are found to present significant risks, resources will influence
decisions on retention. When a tree risk assessment has identified a situation requiring
action, options are available for managing people away from the danger zone. this
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■ tree surgery as a management option can prolong a tree’s contribution
to the landscape and the environment. © Forestry Commission/Jim Smith

manages the risk without directly interfering with the tree, as well as protecting
habitat, landscape or other benefits

Reasonable, balanced
tRee Risk management

4

Reducing Risks by managing access
for sites where special events greatly increase the number of people in the area within
falling distance, restricting access is the best option. a large number of people on a
site in very wet conditions can compact soil and harm tree roots. though the effects
of root damage can be slow to develop, they increase risks of tree failure.
Ways to reduce risks in well-used areas include:
●
deterring informal parking beneath trees; damage to roots may not be apparent
for many years and increases risk of failure
●
re-locating facilities such as play equipment, seats, picnic tables, barbecues,
information boards, commemorative plaques, hides, fishing platforms, horse
jumps, feeding centres etc.
●
re-routing paths and tracks where legally allowed
●
redesigning mown paths in areas of long grass, a proven method of directing
people away from high-risk zones
●
placing structures and assembly points beyond the falling range of trees.

5
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effective ways of deterring access are:
●
planting brambles and thorny shrubs
●
using logs or piles of deadwood
●
allowing grass to grow
●
leaving brushwood around the tree
●
temporary exclusion in adverse weather conditions
●
changing the area’s use, eg to hay meadow and for grazing.

Reducing Risks by pRoviding infoRmation
and inteRpRetation
Providing information to the public can also play an important part in managing risks.
explanation and interpretation of the risks and chosen management options is also
helpful in increasing public understanding of the issues. this can include the use of
signs and notices, either at points of entry or car parks, or out on site.

balancing Risk witH benefits
outdoor activity increases in fine weather, with people remaining longer in certain
areas. in summer, one option to reduce risk from falling branches is by the simple
practice of not mowing under the trees’ drip-line. However, within the play sector
there is a strong recognition that it is important for children to get “back to nature”,
including interaction with trees. decisions need therefore to balance benefits with
risks when considering segregating trees and people.

Insurance
eliminating trees to remove all risk is undesirable and disproportionate in the light of
all the wide range of benefits they provide. even if all the advice and guidance
contained in this document is followed, there will always be a residual risk. Violent
storms and unpredictable events can result in tree failures leading to harm. insurance
provides for such eventualities, as it does in other spheres of life. owners are advised
to have insurance appropriate to their circumstances and to ensure that anyone who
advises them, or does work to trees, is also appropriately and adequately insured.
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this chapter contains some scenarios detailing suggestions of how to carry out a management
plan’s safety component in a reasonable and proportionate way. they are indicative examples to
assist tree owners who should look for the closest scenario to their particular circumstances.
they are:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Householder
business – restricted or limited public access (farm/private estate)
business – open to the public (hotel)
local authority – rural
local authority – city council
large estate with public access

Scenario 1: Householder
General description
scenario 1 is a detached home, it has several trees and shrubs. some are on the boundary. two
trees in the front garden overhang the council-owned pavement and a quiet, residential road.

ownersHip / control of manaGement
responsibility

as the owner of the land, the owners have responsibility and a duty
of care.

arboricultural
competence

the owners are keen gardeners but have no specific arboricultural knowledge and
therefore are regarded as lay people.

HoldinG
land area

0.2 hectares

number of trees

seven trees, including a mature walnut and two large apple trees.

access
private access: there is no public right of way over the land. two trees overhang the public road.

benefits of trees
the owners enjoy their garden and the trees in it. as well as providing colour, shade and
ornamental interest, they give them some privacy from the road and neighbouring properties.
they enjoy harvesting the fruit and nuts and also appreciate the wildlife they attract. they
understand the contribution that their trees make to the wider environment, in terms of the
“pleasant leafy neighbourhood” and how this increases the value of their home.

natural livinG orGanisms
the owners know that if the two trees overhanging the road were to fall or lose a limb, passers-by
and road users could be affected. the road is regularly used by local, residential traffic; occasionally
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1
people walk by on the pavement throughout the day. as far as safety is concerned, they classify
these two trees as the most important in the garden, and do not consider these trees to be of
concern though they recognise that they have an obligation to prevent them from impeding access
along the footpath and road. the remaining trees are considered to be of low importance.

reasonable, balanced tree safety manaGement
the owners check their trees as part of their general care for the house and garden. if
they detect anything unusual about them, they call a local tree surgeon, who can tell if
any remedial work needs to be done. there is no regular frequency to this process.

competence

as reasonable and prudent landowners responsible for trees, they are able to recognise
and understand the significance of obvious visual defects and be able to carry out their
own inspection that may result in needing to obtain further advice. they use a
recommended tree surgeon they believe is capable of providing such advice and
undertaking any work required.

records

they do not keep any formal record of their ad hoc observations, but they do keep
records of correspondence and invoices for any advice or work carried out.

reasonableness

they do not normally worry about their trees but are occasionally concerned that in
strong winds parts of a tree could fall. they have given this thought and within the
range of costs they have for their property as a whole they consider their expenditure
on the trees to strike a reasonable balance, maintaining them in good health while
meeting their duty of care to others. they believe that they have an informal but
effective plan for the care of their trees that is affordable.

national tree safet Y group

managing
trees
for safety
if you own a tree,
then you need
to read this leaflet…

2

3

4

why read
this leaﬂet?
to help you
understand the
issues around
tree safety
and come to
a balanced
conclusion: one
that ensures
that trees,
essential for
the ecosystem
and common
good, can
thrive in the uk,
uncompromised
by unnecessary
safety
management.
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Scenario 2: Business – restricted or limited public access
General description
scenario 2 could relate to a wide range of businesses where public access is not commonplace. this
could be farmland, quarries and other land where, by the nature of the landholding or type of
business, the land is excluded from general access. in this instance, we have used a farm.
the land is a mixed arable and livestock farm, with farmhouse and farm buildings, barns and yards.
the land is made up of pasture and arable fields, some steep wooded ground, two small areas of
managed woodland shelterbelts, plus many individual hedgerow trees, some of which are next to
public paths and highways. the farm owner employs a farm manager, one other permanent worker
on the land and sub-contracts work at busy times.

ownersHip / control of manaGement
responsibility

the owner of the farm has overall responsibility for managing its affairs. His farm
manager reports to him and has day-to-day responsibility for organising the activities of
staff and sub-contractors. the manager is also responsible for ensuring the health and
safety of employees and visitors.

arboricultural
competence

the farm owner and manager are experienced in a wide range of agricultural activities,
with the manager holding a certificate of competence to use a chainsaw. both he and
the owner have a basic understanding of tree identification and can recognise most
obvious defects and symptoms of tree features that might indicate structural weakness.

HoldinG
land area

250 hectares

number of trees

approximately 7,000

access
a minor b road runs across the land, which is also bordered for half a mile by a busy a road. the
tree-lined access driveway from the main public road to the farm buildings is frequently used by the
owner, the farm’s employees and regular business visitors.

benefits of trees
the owner takes his responsibility as a guardian of the countryside seriously. He recognises the
many benefits of having trees on his land, including the sustainable supply of firewood for his
household, ad hoc supply of timber for fencing and other minor construction works, as well as
shelter for livestock and reduction of wind and water erosion. the trees along the busy main road
reduce the amount of noise from traffic, and those along the driveway provide an attractive, shaded
approach to his home. He is also aware that the trees enhance the capital value of his farm.
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1
natural livinG orGanisms
the owner has lived on the farm all his life and has witnessed the growth and decay of trees here
and elsewhere. one of the veteran oaks in the pasture is completely hollow. He has seen mature
trees suffering storm-damaged, broken branches and observed the subsequent re-growth without
the need for any human intervention and has experience of the avenue trees that had fallen across
the drive during a stormy night.

2

reasonable, balanced tree safety manaGement
all farm staff are instructed to look out for any signs of tree problems anywhere on the
farm, and report to the manager. He has made it clear he wants to know immediately
of any serious, obvious problems such as a tree that is clearly falling apart or uprooting.
the manager undertakes the first formal inspection of the trees alongside the two
roads. He finds one tree where the root plate is lifting and another where a large
branch has badly split. He arranges for the first to be felled immediately and for the
second to have the branch cut back.
He finds three other trees that he has serious concerns about but which he would
like to keep, so he arranges for a qualified arboriculturist to have a look at them to
advise as to what, if any, work is required to prevent immediate risk of collapse.
Having carried out this initial inspection and completed the remedial work
required, unless there is a change in circumstances the trees in these areas will be
subject to the same informal inspection regime as the other trees on the farm until the
situation is re-assessed in five years’ time.

competence

the farm staff’s general working knowledge is considered adequate for identifying any
areas for concern. However, if any trees are identified that the manager is uncertain
about how best to deal with, he calls in a local tree specialist.

records

the results of the manager’s formal inspection of the roadside areas are kept in a file in
the farm office along with the results of the arboriculturist’s survey and a note of the
remedial work carried out. as part of the informal survey regime, the manager keeps a
note of any trees reported to him by the public or other farm staff and records his
response to those reports in the file in the farm office.

reasonableness

these records are considered important in that, in the unusual circumstance where he
might have to show a reasonable system exists, he can demonstrate “the conduct to
be expected from a reasonable and prudent landowner”.

3

4

5
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Scenario 3: Business – open to the public
General description
scenario 3 could relate to a wide range of situations where the visiting public make up the core
element of the business. this could be hotels, holiday camps, sports and leisure complexes and
shopping centres. in this instance, the business is a hotel. the grange Hotel, a large georgian
building set back from a busy main road in well-manicured grounds with many mature and
specimen trees. the hotel has 30 bedrooms and two function rooms, plus a popular restaurant and
bar. residents and other visitors are encouraged to enjoy the walkways and lawns in the gardens. the
driveway from the road leads past the hotel main entrance to a large, tree-lined car park at the rear.

ownersHip / control of manaGement
responsibility

the hotel owner, a businesswoman, has overall responsibility for managing the hotel’s
affairs. the hotel employs five full-time hotel staff, including a deputy manager, two
duty managers and chef plus additional part-time kitchen, waitress and service staff.
there is also a full-time head gardener and his part-time assistant. the owner relies on
the head gardener’s advice in respect of any work needed to the trees but recognises
that she carries ultimate legal responsibility. due to the nature of the business, the
emphasis on this duty of care is appreciated and actively discharged by the owner
towards her employees, guests and the general public.

arboricultural
competence

the owner is not knowledgeable in arboricultural matters. she would be regarded as a
lay person. However, as a reasonable and prudent landowner responsible for trees, the
owner employs staff able to recognise and understand the significance of obvious
defects and carry out a visual inspection that may result in obtaining further advice.
the head gardener cares very much about the trees and all the horticultural works for
which he has responsibility. However, he has no formal arboricultural qualifications but
considerable experience of trees and their problems over his
30-year career.

HoldinG
land area

five hectares

number of trees

approximately 700

access
the public has full access to all the grounds. at the front of the hotel, there are about 30 mature
trees alongside the main road, a busy thoroughfare with both vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
there is regular traffic on the driveway and in the car park.

benefits of trees
the hotel owner, as an astute businesswoman, is well aware that fine trees and well-kept gardens
add considerably to the enjoyment of visitors and the appeal of the establishment. customers
frequently make compliments about the fine, and in some cases rare, tree species, highlighted by
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1
the immaculately tended lawns and flower beds. she understands that these benefits and value are
balanced against the risk-reduction costs associated with maintaining the trees in good condition.

natural livinG orGanisms
the head gardener spends a considerable amount of time in the garden, so he soon notices if a tree
has changed in appearance or has some other problem that might cause it to be unsafe. He also
observes them through the seasons in different stages of growth and dormancy.

2

reasonable, balanced tree safety manaGement

competence

the owner and head gardener have agreed that a formal, five-yearly inspection regime
should cover all the trees on the property together with informal observation in the
course of their general duties.
in the course of his other duties, the head gardener keeps a general eye on the
trees and notices any significant change to their condition. the owner is satisfied that
the head gardener is sufficiently knowledgeable about the grounds, their use and the
trees to identify obviously hazardous changes in trees, such as broken, hanging
branches or partially uprooted trees following a storm. the head gardener’s initial
inspection of all of the trees revealed six that caused him some concern and one in
particular that he identified as potentially dangerous. He discusses these trees with the
owner and she engages an arboricultural contractor to inspect any trees that the head
gardener is concerned about. the contractor provides a written report on these trees,
detailing any remedial work required, prioritised according to his view of the level of
concern for public safety. between them the owner and the head gardener decide to
undertake the recommended work using a tree contractor. this report and invoices for
the work are filed in the head gardener’s office.

3

the head gardener has no formal qualifications, his experience and regular presence
on site mean he is more than capable of identifying immediate hazards. employing a
fully competent and approved contractor for those trees where the head gardener is
not sure of his diagnosis, gives the owner the confidence that a reasonable
maintenance system is in place from the point of view of tree health and public safety.

records

the written survey is updated as necessary and kept on record along with invoices and
correspondence records of any work carried out. the head gardener also keeps a note
of his observations and comments in a diary as and when they arise as part of his
normal record keeping in relation to the care of the gardens.

reasonableness

while recommended works should be carried out within a specified time scale,
sometimes for economic and other practical reasons all work may not be completed
precisely on time. Higher priority trees having recommended works take precedence
over lower priority trees. the hotel owner considers her management strategy and
practice provides a reasonable balance between the costs of risk control and benefits
gained from risk reduction. this management strategy also maintains large trees
making a diverse contribution to the property, some being old with holes in branches
and hollow trunks; features which are important for wildlife.

4

5
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Scenario 4: Local authority – rural
General description
scenario 4 relates to a county or district authority that is predominately rural. the council serves
1.1 million people who are mainly concentrated in several large towns. However, more than 70 per
cent of its land area is rural, devoted to agriculture, divided among 130 parish councils containing
numerous villages and hamlets. the county council employs two tree officers responsible for the
sustainable and safe management of its trees.

ownersHip / control of manaGement
responsibility

the county council has direct responsibility for trees:
●
●
●
●

on highway land, in seven district areas, for roads and rights of way
in 370 schools
in five country parks
in other numerous owned or managed parcels of land.

the tree team provides an advisory and contract management service, working in
partnership with eight local arboricultural contractors.
arboricultural
competence

both tree officers are qualified to a minimum of national Qualification framework
level 3, equivalent to a technician’s certificate. planning matters are outsourced to a
competent qualified tree consultant. they occasionally seek additional expertise and
capacity from other independent arboricultural consultants.

HoldinG
land area

25,000 hectares

number of trees

approximately 350,000

access
the vast majority of the county council’s land is accessible, with a network of 4,500km of highway,
3,300km of footpaths, bridleways and byways, 400 hectares of accessible woodland, many open
spaces and five country parks. much of the estate is in frequent use by the public.

benefits of trees
the county council practises a tree management regime according to its limited resources while
recognising the wide and many benefits trees provide. the council seeks to manage its diverse tree
stock in a sustainable and safe manner, something most residents notice and appreciate.
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1
natural livinG orGanisms
the tree stock varies considerably in age and species, from newly-planted and self-sown saplings to
trees more than 500 years old. the council appreciates the importance of a wide age profile among
its trees. it recognises that weather, development, construction and other factors subject trees to
stresses and strains, physical and physiological damage, both above and below ground. the
authority understands that despite these rigours, most trees respond, adapt and survive, by reactive
growth and retrenchment, layering and natural regeneration. part of the skill in managing the stock
is to recognise these variables, carefully balancing the benefits of the trees with risks posed by them.

2

reasonable, balanced tree safety manaGement
the authority’s finite resources are allocated to ensure it reasonably meets its duty of care
by demonstrating a defendable, proactive tree management regime. currently, highway
trees are formally inspected each year, by highway inspectors who have received initial,
basic tree survey training and who refer concerns on to the tree officers.
other land is categorised according to frequency of use and rated high, medium
and low. competent arboricultural staff survey high use areas every three years. they
survey medium areas more reactively and informally, with the aim of every five years.
they inspect the lowest category less intensively with hedgerow trees receiving regular
drive-by inspection.

competence

the two tree officers carry out the proactive survey work and respond to public
enquiries, with each tree officer being responsible for a geographical area.

records

the tree officers use a fit-for-purpose gis-based computer management system to
inspect and audit its tree stock, capturing data electronically on site.

reasonableness

surveys have shown that the residents value trees and their open spaces. the council is
also committed to fulfilling its duty of care, ensuring its residents, visitors and staff live,
work and play in a reasonably safe environment.
despite reduced public funds, the county council demonstrates its commitment
by allocating resources to its specialist staff, its tree strategy, ongoing programmed
inspection regime and software management system.

3

4

5
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Scenario 5: Local authority – city council
General description
scenario 5 could relate to any metropolitan authority, london borough, county or district council
which contains a large conurbation. in this instance, we will use a metropolitan authority.
the council is responsible for managing the following land. it covers the city centre, the outlying
suburbs and some rural land in the green belt. the overall population is around 200,000. the city
council employs one arboricultural manager and three tree officers. they proactively manage all
street and park trees and respond to more than 2,000 public queries a year. a separate council
officer in the planning department deals with tree preservation orders and development issues.

ownersHip / control of manaGement
responsibility

the local authority has responsibility for all municipal property and services within the
city boundary, including trees. this includes:
● Highways: 25,000 street trees
● parks: 120 different open spaces covering 345 hectares and one municipal golf
course
● Housing: 6,000 trees on council estates and individual gardens
● schools: 102 schools
● one cemetery and seven closed churchyards.
the council contracts out tree work to approved companies and the manager and his
team manage a budget of more than £400,000 for all tree management and
maintenance requirements, including planting. the city is built on a shrinkable clay soil
and tree officers spend much of their time dealing with subsidence issues.

arboricultural
competence

the manager and his team manage the city council’s tree stock in relation to amenity,
public, political and environmental interest, building-damage risk and public safety.
they are all qualified in arboriculture and have different levels of experience. details of
all the public trees are held on a specialised database, as the authority’s insurance
service requires evidence of management.

HoldinG
land area

7,250 hectares

number of trees

approximately 300,000

access
the city is accessible to all, including visitors. many of the parks are Victorian in design and many
city trees date from that time. in the suburbs, there is an ageing tree stock of mostly plums and
hawthorn, many with recognised defects.
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benefits of trees
the city is proud of its parks and the public interest in street trees is well documented. the council
published a tree strategy outlining its approach to its different responsibilities. one aim is to
increase street tree cover by two per cent a year for 10 years. funding is in place to achieve this
target, though this is under review. because its tree strategy aims proactively to manage and
maintain a healthy, sustainable tree population for public benefit, the council considers that its
tree risk management policy is reasonable and cost-effective and is compatible with all its other
tree-related policy objectives.

2

natural livinG orGanisms
under the arboricultural manager’s influence, staff throughout the city council’s departments have
become increasingly aware of the role the tree stock plays in their overall environmental policy. this
has led to the increased retention of dead wood, both in living and dead trees and managing tree
safety issues in more innovative and responsible ways.

reasonable, balanced tree safety manaGement
due to the risk of subsidence in the area, street trees are inspected and managed on a
three-year cycle. this obviously includes highlighting any trees found in a poor
condition. schools and parks are inspected every two years and housing trees every
four. the areas described above are managed proactively throughout the year. the
tree officers record all tree inspections and any emergency work carried out. if they
remove a street tree, they assess the location for replanting to keep in line with the
council’s stated strategic increase in its tree stock. colleagues in the highways and
housing departments, as well as school caretakers, assist by reporting dead trees or
trees with fungi growing on them.

competence

the tree officers carry out the main survey work. they look after all areas of public land
in the city, with each officer responsible for a specific area.

records

the tree officers keep records using the software system designed for the purpose.

reasonableness

the council is committed to following its published tree strategy, which the council
cabinet accepted as policy. tree safety is only one element of managing trees. the
manager and his team are aware of the importance of having a proactive system. in
recent years, a change in the way they manage trees in less formal parkland has seen
an increase in monoliths and standing dead timber. this has led to an increase in
biodiversity and saved money. the tree officers’ knowledge of the district and the tree
stock has helped save countless trees under threat from subsidence claims and
residents who have concerns. the tree strategy explains unambiguously the council’s
intentions with respect to managing trees in the city. while these systems are in place,
there are still over 100 incidents of tree failure a year in the city, though these are
usually the trees in the suburbs, mostly small ornamental trees which were all planted
at the same time and are coming to the end of their lives.

3

4

5
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Scenario 6: Large estate with public access
General description
scenario 6 could relate to a wide range of large landholdings where public access is the norm. this
could include country estates, amenity woodlands, waterways and heritage land. in this instance,
we have used a private estate open to the public. the estate has been in the family for generations.
the estate is predominantly arable but with some grassland and 600 hectares of woodland. the
historic house, ornamental gardens, park and woods contain many important veteran trees.
approximately 2,000 hectares are farmed in hand with the remainder tenanted; all the woodland
and all the trees are retained and managed by the estate. the main house and its garden are open
to the public throughout the year. three car parks serve the main house, ornamental gardens,
restaurant and the farm shop. during the summer, several events take place in the grounds – a craft
fair, a caravan rally, a carnival, jazz festival and balloon fiesta. for the past three years, a television
gardening programme has followed the seasonal cycle in the ornamental grounds through the eyes
of the head gardener. the park and some of the woodland is open seasonally some of the year.
the estate employs a general manager who has overall responsibility for implementing policy, and
strategic and operational decisions. departmental heads are responsible for the house, the estate,
the gardens, visitor facilities and catering. the estate’s general manager is responsible for day-to-day
tree safety. the estate also employs two gardeners, a farm manager, three farm staff, a head
gamekeeper, two under-keepers and a woodman. an external forestry agent is employed to assist
with the management of the woods. the estate is divided by several public roads, notably a busy
a road which runs through it from north to south.

ownersHip / control of manaGement

NT S G

responsibility

the estate owner has overall responsibility for managing its affairs. the department
heads report to him and they have day-to-day responsibility for managing their
respective responsibilities. the strategic responsibility for the safety of all trees on the
estate is held by the estate’s general manager.
as a reasonable and prudent landowner responsible for trees, the owner employs
experienced staff who are able to recognise and understand the significance of
obvious defects in trees, in the context of their location. they are able to carry out a
visual inspection that may result in obtaining further advice.

arboricultural
competence

the farm manager is experienced in a wide range of agricultural activities and the
woodman, one of the gamekeepers and the two gardeners have certificates to use a
chainsaw. the woodman and the head gardener can identify the most common trees
and can recognise the obvious signs that a tree may be hazardous.
the external forestry agent advises on most tree-related issues and determines if
tree safety work is required; if he feels the issue is beyond his level of competence, he
will recommend a suitably qualified arboriculturist.
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HoldinG
land area

5,000 hectares

number of trees

approximately 450,000

access
the estate is divided by several public roads, notably the busy a road. the estate is criss-crossed by
footpaths, some of which run alongside or through, the woodland. the house and garden are open
year round and the park and woodlands open for some of the year. during the summer months,
the park is used for public events.

2

benefits of trees
the owner has known the estate all his life and lived there for much of it, he values his trees and
woodlands. the trees and woods are very important to him, they enhance the landscape where he
lives and provide valuable habitat for game birds and wildlife. as such, he sees investment in their
maintenance as a good use of funds. in the winter, he and his friends see shooting as an important
leisure activity. the rest of the year he appreciates the biodiversity provided by the other wildlife on
the estate. some of the veteran trees also give him a link with his family’s heritage and presence in
the area. most of the work that his trees and woodlands require costs him money, and he is
prepared to invest a reasonable amount in his trees.

3

natural livinG orGanisms
Having lived on the estate for most of his life, the owner is well aware of how the trees and woods
have changed over the years. He has experienced trees being felled and replanted which are now of
significant size. during the great storm of 1987, many trees blew over, many more lost branches.
the scars and cavities resulting can still be seen on many of the larger trees. recently, a mature
beech lost a huge branch; fortunately no one was underneath it at the time. these events help the
owner to understand that trees are living things and as they grow it is part of their nature to lose
branches, develop cavities and eventually fall into a long, slow decline. He also recognises that often
trees can recover from quite severe damage and live for many years with these features without
being a danger to anyone.

4
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reasonable, balanced tree safety manaGement
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management

until recently, the estate had no formal tree safety management plan, relying on staff
and others to report problems and dealing with them as they arose. although the
owner was not aware of anyone being killed or injured by a falling tree or branch on
the estate, two years ago he decided that it would be prudent to adopt a slightly more
proactive formal approach.
in a meeting with the estate’s general manager, head gardener, farm manager
and woodman, an estate map was used to identify the areas that they thought
merited more formal inspection. for this first formal inspection they decided to include
the a road, all the public roads, the garden, the visitors’ car park and the park. they
decided to continue with the existing informal system on the rest of the estate.
the owner also wrote a letter to all the staff telling them that he had asked the
general manager to lead on the estate’s tree safety plan and to report any trees that
they were concerned about directly to him.
the general manager and the woodman carried out the first formal tree
inspection. they inspected the trees alongside the roads and in the park. this was
mostly a quick visual inspection, stopping for a closer look at some of the bigger, older
trees that were more likely to have problems, walking where the trees were closer
together or where a wood grew alongside the road. the head gardener and the
under-gardener inspected the trees in the garden and the car park.
the roadside tree survey found three trees requiring attention and as they were
not considered to be important for landscape or environmental reasons one was felled
and the other two had limbs removed. no trees in the park needed attention.
However, they decided some of the park’s veteran trees needed protection, and, in
future, event organisers would be instructed not to place marquees or other structures
under or close to these trees.
in the garden, in addition to the “secret” hollow oak, in a corner not used by the
public, they found an old lime tree with a large cavity in it. the owner was very keen to
keep the tree so, following discussion with the forestry agent, the general manager
employed an arboriculturist to inspect it. He reported that the cavity was not affecting
the tree’s structural integrity. He recommended no work for now and another
inspection in three years’ time.
following the initial inspection and remedial work, the owner decided that, unless
there was a change in circumstances, the trees alongside the a road and the lime tree
in the garden would be formally re-inspected in three years time and those in the
other areas in five years. until that time, the trees in these areas would be subject to
the same informal inspection regime as the other trees on the estate.

competence

employees able to recognise the significance of most tree features. when a greater
level of expertise is required the forestry agent recommends a suitable arboriculturist.

records

the results of the formal inspection are kept in a file in the estate office along with the
results of the arboriculturist’s report and a note of the remedial work carried out. the
general manager also keeps records of any trees reported to him and the action that
he took.

reasonableness

the estate owner believes that, in the unlikely event of an accident involving one of his
trees, the system he has put in place is sufficient to demonstrate “the conduct to be
expected from a reasonable and prudent landowner”.
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action, which it seldom is. the imagery could obscure understanding of events.
17. of the small total number of people killed by trees (averaging 6.4 a year), 68 per cent
between february 1999 and october 2008 were killed on roads (from falling trees or
colliding with falling trees).
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Appendix 1
Managing risks from trees:
a position statement from the National Tree Safety Group
Introduction
the national tree safety group (ntsg) is an inclusive organisation with
representatives from governmental and non-governmental agencies, professional and
corporate bodies involved in the management of trees. its membership is open to all
stakeholders with responsibility for trees1. the ntsg’s aim is to develop a nationally
recognised approach to tree safety management and to provide guidance that is
proportionate to the actual risks posed by trees. a main outcome stipulated in its
terms of reference is to produce a set of basic principles for considering and
managing tree safety in the public interest. this statement, Managing risks from trees,
sets out those principles. the overall approach is that a balance should be struck
between risks and benefits.
the statement aims to support the work of all those involved in tree management
– whether connected with streets, parks, public open spaces, businesses such as
hotels or farms, private estates, woodland, commercial forestry or private gardens.

Context
there has been wide concern about the way that tree management addresses public
safety. fear of litigation is leading many landowners to remove trees in the name of
“health and safety”. the effect is to shift the focus away from more fundamental
objectives.
People’s tendency to remove trees for fear of them failing ignores dependable
evidence that associated deaths and injuries are very rare indeed. Despite the fact that
millions of trees grace our landscape and that nearly everybody passes under trees
every day, there are only about six deaths a year from trees. felling is also an
exaggerated response to the actual risk of prosecution. court judgments have
recently shown regard for the landowner undertaking reasonable and proportionate
tree assessment and management without the implied need for burdensome record
keeping or costly professional surveying. a number of recent lower court judgments
against the responsible defendant landowner have been overturned in the higher
court in favour of the wider common good. indeed, the Hse itself has made only one
successful tree-related prosecution following members of the public being killed by
falling trees or branches.
the ntsg has produced this position statement in response to growing concern
over the unnecessary removal of trees. neither the law nor the regulators require the
ntsg or anybody else to develop a single policy that states how safety should be
managed in all circumstances. management of the risk is the responsibility of the
owners and managers of the land (and the trees). However, a coherent underlying
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risk philosophy articulated by such an inclusive organisation will undoubtedly aid all
types of tree owner in considering what constitutes reasonable management in their
particular circumstance.

Striking a balance between risk and benefits
the spirit of the Health and safety at Work etc act 1974 and other legislation that
addresses people’s safety in the face of risk of death or injury suggests that the
operators, in this case tree owners and managers, are the people best placed to assess
the risk and take the necessary action to reduce it to a reasonable level 2. the act
obliges them to reduce the risk as far as is reasonably practicable. the Hse’s general
approach is to set out the (safety) objectives and to give duty holders considerable
choice as to the measures they should put in place to meet these objectives.
the Hse also recognises the complexity of the decision-making involved. it
recognises that there are necessary trade-offs between benefits to society and
ensuring that individuals are adequately protected, including the need to avoid
imposing unnecessary restrictions on people’s freedom.
for such a non-prescriptive regime to work, however, duty holders must have a
clear understanding of what they must do to comply with their legal obligations 3,
and the ntsg will produce detailed guidance to support this statement of principle:
the ntsg believes that one fundamental concept should underlie the
management of risks from trees. it is that the evaluation of what is reasonable should
be based upon a balance between benefit and risk. this calculation can be
undertaken only in a local context, since trees provide many different types of benefit
in a range of different circumstances.
this underpins a set of five key principles:
●
trees provide a wide variety of benefits to society
●
they are living organisms and naturally lose branches or fall
●
the risk to human safety is extremely low
●
tree owners have a legal duty of care
●
tree owners should take a balanced and proportionate approach to tree safety
management.

Trees and risk
there are billions of trees in the United kingdom and they make a vital contribution
to our health, wealth and wellbeing. nowhere in the Uk can be thought of as
untouched by human activity, but not all trees are actively managed. Where it occurs,
tree management means many different things depending on its underlying purpose.
trees grown by the forestry commission to supply timber are not dealt with in the
same way as a tree on a busy street. While tree safety management in both cases
focuses on deaths and physical injuries resulting from accidents, the approach needs
to strike a balance between both the benefits and the risks from trees. although
people’s safety is undoubtedly an important consideration whether trees are
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managed for their cultural, amenity, heritage or environmental benefits or for timber
production and other commercial interests, it must be evaluated alongside the
other benefits.
Because trees present a very low risk to people, owners and managers should be
able to make decisions within this context and avoid unnecessary intervention, survey
and cost. in so doing, they can reduce unacceptable risks while optimising the many
values conferred by trees. good tree safety management does not seek to eliminate
risk, but to reduce it to a reasonable level. in some situations, people exposed to risks
from trees are expected to make reasonable decisions about their own interaction
with trees, particularly during extreme weather.
trees grow in many different types of location and the expectation of society and
the courts reflects this. By carefully considering how trees fit into a particular local
context, owners and managers will be better able to identify those areas and
situations requiring some action. it will also help them ensure that any management
is proportionate, achieving a fair balance between the real risks and benefits.

Evaluation of what is reasonable
the Hse believes that:
“Public safety aspects can be addressed as part of the approach to managing tree health
and tree owners should be encouraged to consider public safety as part of their overall
approach to tree management.”

4

this is an encouraging position from the regulator, even if tree health may be a term
that causes some discussion within the tree world. it would certainly seem that the
Hse, and by implication the courts, will accept that human safety is to be considered
within a wider management context rather than being evaluated in isolation or in
response to some notional protocol.
the first stage of an evaluation, therefore, looks at the role of the trees themselves.
in a private garden, there is no presumption that it is reasonable to expect owners to
do anything other than react to obvious signs of danger (which they are likely to do
anyway since it is themselves or their property that is most in danger). there is clearly
a concept of scale in the consideration of reasonableness and, in the context of the
low level of risk noted already, the Hse sim further states that:
“Given the large number of trees in public spaces across the country, control measures that
involve inspecting and recording every tree would appear to be grossly disproportionate to
the risk.”

What is inherent in this evaluation is a sense of proportion. this can only be achieved
by considering the trees’ place in a wider management context and the relationship
of people to that context.
in some circumstances trees are managed as a crop. this context is closer to the
type of workplace environment that the Health and safety at Work etc act 1974 was
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designed to address. Here, the primary focus is on planting, maintaining and
harvesting the crop for maximum income. in this simple model of a commercial
forest, benefit can be equated to profit in the same way as in a factory or farm. in this
case, one might expect a formal health and safety policy to address workforce and
visitor safety. Leaving aside the question of amenity use by visitors, it seems logical to
apply cost benefit analysis to the valuation of safety interventions as outlined in the
tolerability of risk framework5. and, given the low level of risk to the public, it is likely
that nearly all the investment will be focused on worker safety. this type of calculation
might be appropriate for other commercial operations and public utilities that
incorporate trees on their site.
the evaluation seems more complicated when it comes to considering the risk to
the public from trees in urban and rural open spaces. in many cases, trees may be
looked after by local government or public bodies such as the national trust, which
must bear the safety costs. Undoubtedly, the trees benefit the organisation, but this
benefit is not expressed as an income 6. it is this dissociation of costs and benefits that
leads to the unnecessary loss of trees. Here the benefits are to the public, but the
owner, or manager, shoulders the costs and the liability. the establishment of what is
reasonable in terms of public safety in these circumstances requires the adoption of a
different basis of calculation. it is for this that the ntsg, in common with other
sectors of public risk such as play provision, is now arguing.

Managing the risk from trees
People enjoy what they perceive to be “natural” or “unmanaged” environments and
value trees that have received minimal or no intervention. People are prepared to
accept a degree of risk because of the value of the trees, and the pleasure they derive
from visiting or participating in leisure activities in treed environments. therefore, it is
acceptable that tree management does not seek to eliminate all risk of minor and
easily-healed injuries. tree management should not expose people to significant
likelihood of permanent disability or life-threatening injuries. However, it may on
occasions be unavoidable that tree management exposes people to the very low risk
of serious injury or even death. this is only tolerable in the following conditions:
●
the likelihood is extremely low
●
the hazards are clear to users
●
there are obvious benefits
●
further reducing the risks would remove the benefits
●
there are no reasonably practicable ways to manage the risks.
for example, a mature tree in a city park presents a low but irremovable risk of falling
on somebody, even if it is frequently inspected and treated. this risk is usually
tolerable. the likelihood is typically low and people benefit through retention of a
feature that is inextricably linked to why they visit the park. further reducing this risk
is not possible without removing the tree and taking away the benefits.
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the ntsg considers that it is reasonable to expect sufficiently large organisations
that own or manage trees to develop a formal policy (in line with practice in other
sectors). this policy should strike a balance between the risks and the benefits. this
balance should be based on a risk assessment involving a risk-benefit trade-off
between safety and other goals, which should be spelt out in the policy. the ntsg
argues for the presumption to be that, given their social and environmental value and
their importance to human health and wellbeing wherever possible, amenity trees
should not be felled. such a reasonable policy, articulating the benefits of trees, should
carry as much weight in protecting the policymaker against litigation following an
incident as any reasonable risk management policy in a workplace setting.

Conclusion
safety management should not be considered in isolation. it should be considered
only as part of an integrated management plan that focuses on the wider
management of the trees within a particular setting. establishing the reasons for the
tree being there will always dictate the resources invested in its maintenance, whether
it is being grown as timber, is an outstanding veteran tree in the park of a stately
home or is a self-seeded intruder that needs to be cleared for site development.
a situation has arisen where some of those responsible for trees are managing them
defensively, through fear of litigation. this circumstance is exacerbated by the fact
that, generally speaking, while the public gets the benefit of the trees, it is the owners
and managers who bear the legal duty and attendant cost. this unnecessary loss of
trees, which the landowner would have otherwise retained, can be addressed if the
public good (in terms of health, environmental and social benefits for example) is
brought into the calculation of benefit to demonstrate a reasonable position that will
be accepted by the courts.

Notes
1. membership currently includes the forestry commission, the arboricultural association,
the country Land and Business association, the Woodland trust, the ancient tree forum,
the confederation of forest industries, english Heritage, the national farmers’ Union, the
institute of chartered foresters, the B/213 trees committee of the British standards
institution, the royal institution of chartered surveyors, the London tree officers
association, the Visitor safety in the countryside group and the national trust.
2. Reducing risks, protecting people, Hse 2001.
3. the Hse sector information minute, although produced for its own inspectors, also gives
useful insight into their current thinking. (Hse, sim 01/2007/05, Management of the risk
from falling trees).
4. Hse, sim 01/2007/05, Management of the risk from falling trees.
5. the tolerability of risk framework is used by the Hse to judge what is reasonable for
investment in safety. it is set out in Reducing risks, protecting people, Hse 2001.
6. and although techniques exist to estimate a monetary value by surveying people’s
willingness to pay for such intangible benefits, this is not practicable in the circumstances of
tree risk management.
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Appendix 2
The benefits of trees
trees are fundamental to our wellbeing and quality of life. their size, number and age
make them one of the most visible and continuous aspects of our lives. their beauty
and majesty have inspired artists, poets and writers. trees may also be significant to us
personally, marking historical occasions, commemorating a birth, family event or
celebration of a life.
trees are integral to most natural ecosystems, providing a wide range of related
benefits to humankind (ecosystem services), including mitigating the harmful effects
of climate change. trees are an important part of the economy, providing timber and
non-timber forest products. they also bring communities together, playing a part in
their cultural and spiritual values and aesthetic appreciation.
their importance is recognised in international, national and local government
policies, and many non-governmental organisations have policies dedicated to
conserving trees and their biodiversity.

Trees in cities and towns
around 85 per cent of the Uk population lives in urban areas, where the pressures of
modern living are often most evident. trees are an integral component of
greenspaces in our towns and cities. most local authorities have policies or strategies
for protecting and maintaining trees in their area and employ professional
arboriculturists (tree officers or consultants) to undertake this vital work.
the environment and social Justice review1 argues that the quality of greenspace
acts as a powerful indicator of whether an area is a good place to live, while the
cabinet office strategy Unit advocates urban greenspace and green infrastructure as
a primary element affecting quality of life2:
“Trees bring people together. They contribute to a sense of place and play an important role
in fostering social cohesion and reducing negative social behaviours.”

3

ninety-two per cent of survey respondents in the Park Life report4 said they visit parks
and greenspaces, and 97 per cent believe that parks and greenspaces help to create a
good place to live.
the royal commission on environmental Pollution recognised the benefits that
the natural environment provides in urban areas5:
“Our towns and cities have always relied on the natural environment to provide water,
regulate climate and accept waste. Now, the natural environment offers opportunities for
increasing flexibility and resilience in the face of new environmental and social challenges
including climate change.”

By the 2080s, average annual temperatures in the Uk may have increased by
between 1°c and 5°c, with higher summer temperatures and milder winters.
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increased winter rainfall and drier summers, particularly in the south and east, will be
accompanied by more frequent storms, heatwaves and other severe weather events.
the impact of climate change will be felt acutely in built-up areas where the “urban
heat island effect” will further increase temperatures. concrete, brick, tarmac and other
hard surfaces will also impede water infiltration, increasing the risk of surface water
flooding. these effects are likely to increase significantly unless measures are taken to
adapt to climate change.
the Uk low carbon transition plan highlights the role of greenspace and trees in
providing shade and shelter, which help adapt buildings to climate change and reduce
their energy budgets6.
●
each year, 33 million people make 2.5 billion visits to urban greenspaces. access to
urban greenspace can increase longevity as well as engendering positive feeling
about the local community7. Well-designed tree planting can create a “calmer and
more social atmosphere” that enhances community security and minimises
concealment for anti-social activities8.
●
Living near green spaces increases people’s likelihood of choosing walking over all
other forms of transport. (nancy Humpel, neville owen & eva Leslie (2002).
environmental factors associated with adults’ participation in physical activity.
American Journal of Preventive Medicine 22, 188–199.)
●
for every 1ºc increase in temperature above 21ºc, heat-related deaths increase by
three per cent9. an increase of 10 per cent in urban green cover in high-density
residential areas in greater manchester would decrease the expected maximum
surface temperature in the 2080s by around 2.5°c (and up to 4°c). conversely,
removing 10 per cent green cover would increase the expected maximum surface
temperature by 7°c10.
●
one mature tree can give off up to an average of 450 litres of moisture a day, the
cooling equivalent of five room-sized air conditioners left on for 19 hours. (nicholasLord, D (2003). green cities and why we need them, New Economics Foundation,
London, p13. available at: www.urbanwildlife.org.uk/assets/userfiles/000074.pdf)
●
trees strategically placed around buildings can reduce energy consumption
producing 10–50 per cent savings in air conditioning costs11 and 4–22 per cent in
savings from winter heating costs12.
●
trees intercept precipitation and in urban areas can reduce the pressure on the
drainage system and lower the risk of surface water flooding. research by the
University of manchester has shown that increasing tree cover in urban areas by
10 per cent reduces surface water run-off13 by almost six per cent14.
●
During 1999–2000, publicly-maintained street trees in Davis, california produced
nearly $1.7 million in tangible benefits for residents – a net return of $3.78 for every
$1 spent on their management15.
●
the city of new York has, using the i-tree valuation system, been able to
demonstrate annualized benefits of $5 for every $1 invested in the management of
its tree population across the five boroughs.
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Trees in the countryside
in the countryside, trees are important for residents and visitors alike. this importance
is likely to grow as populations increase, towns and cities expand and the climate
changes. Despite the centuries-long importance of trees, woods and forests to the Uk
economy, and a drive for afforestation during the last century, the Uk remains one of
the least forested countries in europe.
trees and woodland can help manage water quality and reduce the risk of
flooding when planted at a river catchment scale. river basin management plans
produced for england and Wales recognise the role of woodland planting in reducing
the risk of surface water runoff, affecting the quality of rivers and streams16.
●
Woodland can reduce floods from hill slopes and in headwater catchments, and
may have a marked impact on flood flows at a local level, particularly in the Uk
which has less than 12 per cent woodland cover17.
●
each year, the Uk loses 2.2 million tonnes of topsoil to erosion18. trees and
woodland can help reduce soil erosion, protecting a vital resource and reducing
the risks of surface water runoff. runoff from farmland, brownfield and
contaminated sites can lead to rivers and streams becoming clogged up and
contaminated 19,20.
●
soil infiltration rates were 60 times higher under young hedgerows and shelter
belts than heavily grazed pasture in mid Wales, with infiltration rates improving
within two years of tree planting21.
●
shade from trees next to water courses reduces the temperature and improves
oxygen levels in the water, benefiting fish and other wildlife22.
●
trees can play a vital role in adapting farming systems to climate change,
including through providing shelter and shade for livestock and crops, and in
managing surface water runoff and pollution of water courses.
●
trees provide shelter for crops, reducing wind and rain damage and water loss
and encouraging crop pollination23. they may reduce the incidence and severity
of some crops’ pests and diseases24. Windbreaks of trees help increase crop yields,
particularly during dry summers25.
●
mature trees in the countryside provide a range of ecosystem services, including
critical habitat for wildlife, particularly when growing scattered through
agricultural landscapes, supporting connected networks for colonising species26.
●
Based on savings to the engineering costs of flood control, the value of existing
woodlands for flood alleviation is around £1,200 per hectare in a river catchment
in south-east northumberland27.
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Health benefits
trees may offer important health benefits; yet removing trees seldom takes account of
the risks to human health and wellbeing.
●
each year, 24,000 people in the Uk die prematurely from the effects of air
pollution28. Leaves and branches take fine, harmful particulates out of the air,
reducing the risk of respiratory illness and saving health care costs29,30. Doubling
the tree canopy cover in the West midlands alone could prevent around 140
premature deaths per year31.
●
asthma rates among children aged 4–5 in the Uk (around 15 per cent of all
children and higher in urban areas) fell by a quarter for every additional 343 trees
per square kilometre. (first ref: Using woodland for soil protection and sediment
control, nisbet, tr, orr, H, & Broadmeadow, sB, in proceedings of the sac and
sePa Biennial conference on Land management in a changing environment,
edinburgh, 26–27 march 2008, pp84–90, 2008. second ref: stress recovery
during exposure to natural and urban environments, Ulrich, rs, simmons, rf,
Losito, BD, fiority, e, miles, ma & Zeison, m, Journal of Environmental Psychology
11, 1991; restorative qualities of favourite places, korpela, k & Hartig, t, Journal
of Environmental Psychology 16: pp221–233, 1996; assessing public perception of
landscape: the LanDmaP experience, scott, a, Landscape research 27,
pp271–295, 2002.)
●
trees and woodland can decrease sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and ozone
concentrations in the air, benefiting human health32. conversely, the loss of
mature trees can have significant human and economic costs.
●
trees not only store carbon, but their removal of carbon gases, principally carbon
monoxide, has considerable cardiovascular health benefits33.
●
trees reduce stress and improve mental health, and can reduce hospital recovery
time34. the quality of natural features and trees in the city helps reduce mental
fatigue and stress35, improves the concentration of those suffering from attention
deficit disorder and benefits child development36.
●
a barrier of trees over 15 metres wide may reduce noise levels by 5–10 decibels
and lessens nuisance by screening the perception of noise37.
●
Prison inmates in cells with a green outlook place fewer demands on health
services 38,39.
●
if every household in england had good access to quality green space, it could
save around £2.1 billion a year in healthcare costs, which stand at £110 billion a
year in the Uk, or 8.5 per cent of all income. (stone, D (2009). an estimate of the
value and cost effectiveness of the expanded WHi scheme 2009, natural
england.)
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Economic benefits
for centuries, trees have provided wood for house and ship building as well as furniture;
fencing, screening and baffling; paper and cardboard; animal bedding; renewable
energy; and heat. as part of the development of a low-carbon economy, wood and
wood products now play a major role as a renewable resource and in the storage of
carbon. trees and woodlands have an important role to play in supporting commercial
enterprises and rural development that contribute to local and national growth.
●
a total of around 8.8 million tonnes of softwood and hardwood timber was
produced in the Uk in 2008.
●
forest industries significantly contribute to national employment and wealth. in
2005, they generated 167,000 jobs and gross value-added value worth £7.2
billion40.
●
Processing companies currently invest around £100 million per year in sawmills,
panel plants and paper mills, using home-grown timber.
●
england’s woodlands remove around one million tonnes of carbon from the
atmosphere every year, equivalent to the annual emissions from 625,000
homes41.
●
By increasing our existing woodland cover by 23,000 hectares per year over the
next 40 years, we can reduce the total annual greenhouse gas output by 10 per
cent.
●
Using timber in the Uk’s new and refurbished homes could store an estimated
additional 10 tonnes of carbon (equivalent to 36.7 metric tonnes of carbon
dioxide emissions) by 2019.
●
investment in new and expanded woodlands plays an important role in
brownfield and urban land regeneration, in economic development, and in
attracting inward investment.
●
trees and greenspace enhance property values. for example, in London the area
of greenspace is the fifth most significant indicator explaining variation in house
prices42. in north-west england, a city park can enhance property values by almost
20 per cent43, smaller local parks can enhance the value of flats by more than
seven per cent, and larger dwellings by more than nine per cent.
●
greenspace with good levels of tree cover is much less costly to maintain than
grassed areas. reference: although grass management practices vary
considerably and it is difficult to arrive at national averages, an estimate based on
standard costs for London, which assumes mown grass receives around six cuts a
year, indicates an annual maintenance cost approaching £4,000 per hectare per
annum. Whereas tree/woodland maintenance, excluding fencing and mammal
control, although also varying considerably, was never more than £200 per
hectare per annum. this is a significant cost advantage that, when considered
alongside the additional possibility of greenspace with trees benefiting from
woodland grants throughout the Uk, makes the inclusion of trees into greenspace
doubly attractive. (The Case for trees (2010), forestry commission, p10.)
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Finally
the many research findings above show just how much we rely on trees. they are
essential to a healthy environment and cohesive communities, they cool hot places,
condition the air we breathe and even contribute to psychological balance and
human longevity. they are not, however, there just for us. they are also vital for
biodiversity. appendix 3 describes their biodiversity contribution.
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Appendix 3
Trees are living natural organisms
“Three hundred years growing. Three hundred years standing. Three hundred years
decaying.” Peter Collinson (1776) on the life cycle of English oak and sweet chestnut.

Trees are long lived organisms
their capacity for long life and ability to grow to great height and size give trees their
importance for humans, providing durable and useful materials, and protection from
the elements. When allowed to go through their natural life cycle, trees provide habitat
supporting a diversity of dependant species, and generally, as trees age, their associated
biodiversity increases. trees may be thought of as keystone species, in that their
importance for biodiversity is such that, when removed from an ecosystem, the entire
set of connections between inter-dependant species breaks down and systems collapse.

Trees are natural shedders
Unlike man-made structures, it is entirely normal and natural for parts to break and
fall from trees. Leaves and twigs are regularly shed. Branches die and live branches
may become wind damaged or overextended, occasionally falling to the ground. on
rare occasions, roots can snap under wind load causing the entire tree to collapse.
these types of structural tree failures are natural and, in rare instances, can cause
death, injury and damage to property.

Young trees’ strategy is to rise above the competition
When young, a tree puts energy into attaining height above the surrounding
competition, expanding and ascending its stem, forming a trunk to support a crown with
branches that can bear sufficient leaf capacity to create surplus carbohydrate energy. this
surplus energy further supports and permits crown expansion, growth, defence and
eventual seed production.

Annual growth rings
in the early stages of growth, the trunk is mainly sapwood with an outer protective
covering of bark. the vascular tissues in sapwood are made up of woody (xylem) and
non-woody (phloem) vessels, conductive tubes formed in annual “rings” for the
transport of water and organic products respectively. Layers of sapwood are laid
down each year. While we tend to think of these as annual “rings”, they are seen as
rings only if the tree is cut down and we look at the trunk in cross-section. in fact, this
annual woody layer is laid down over the entire outer body of the tree, from the
furthest small root to the topmost branch; like a veneer-skin, or a virtual new plant
spread just beneath the bark. the growth of annual rings can vary year by year, their
width being influenced by climatic events. they are typically reduced after drought or
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flooding or when the tree suffers physical damage such as bark loss, compaction of
the soil within its rooting zone, root damage or soil removal.

Essential function of sapwood
sapwood is fundamental to all life processes in the tree. its importance lies in
connecting roots in the soil to the atmosphere, transporting water (via outer woody
xylem vessels) to the uppermost crown leaves for sugars to be manufactured through
photosynthesis (using sunlight, water and carbon dioxide). these sugars are then
transported throughout the tree (via phloem vessels, located just beneath the bark)
for growth and storage. sapwood channels immense amounts of water via the xylem,
inspiring the idea that living trees are “fountains of the forest”1.

Why water is a key to understanding tree
growth and health
for sapwood to function, it needs the outer bark to ‘lock in’ water effectively. thus,
when the seal of bark is broken through damage, sapwood around the damage starts
drying out, ceases to function and dies. the change in internal water conditions after
bark loss and sapwood death creates habitat in which different fungi may flourish.
some of these decay and recycle wood. a common cause of these changes is when
trees shed branches after storms or when shading from light causes natural branch
death, resulting in change in water activity around the dead or fallen branch stub;
creating conditions ideal for stimulating local fungal activity.

Healthy, mature and old trees mostly comprise
non-living wood
During early growth years, the wood under the bark is entirely comprised of
conductive vessels. oak and sweet chestnut wood may continue like this for around
20 or so years, after which the oldest (innermost/first year) “ring” dies off, becoming
the first ring of the “heartwood”2. each year thereafter, a new outer layer of sapwood
is laid down and the next, innermost ring dies off, and is relegated to the non-living
heartwood. When the tree is 30 years old, its cross-sectional area is still mostly
sapwood. But from then on, the ratio of the area of sapwood to heartwood reduces.
after 50 years or so, there are likely to be equal areas of sapwood and heartwood.
after 200 or 300 years, the now large tree will be mostly composed of a non-living
inner heartwood (or ripewood) core.

Crown retrenchment: controlling distances
required to move water
When fully mature, while the annual new layer of sapwood is laid down over a trunk
with still expanding girth, the crown’s foliar capacity may also start to reduce in
volume naturally. at this stage, trees naturally diminish their height and spread. some
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tree professionals refer to this process as “growing downwards”, while others use the
term “crown retrenchment” as it describes how trees reduce supply lines (for water,
nutrients and sugars) from their roots to upper crown leaves. the onset of crown
retrenchment marks the beginning of the ancient phase, when trunks may also
increasingly become hollow, producing a very rare habitat. retrenchment is a survival
strategy, which the tree can repeat, enabling the ancient state to be the longest phase
of a tree’s life.

A tree can be mostly non-living, even hollow,
yet be very healthy
a mature tree trunk is mostly composed of non-living wood and a small
cross-sectional area of living outer sapwood. as long as the roots are able to function
and the branches are not too shaded or damaged, it is likely that the life-giving
functional sapwood can supply all the tree’s needs. When old and large enough, an
array of decay fungi colonises the wood, creating veteran tree habitat. fungi are the
key organisms involved in breaking down the constituents of wood, creating veteran
habitat conditions suitable for a succession of organisms to gain entry and interact,
each with their specialist life styles. old hollow trees are often found still standing after
storm events, while nearby younger solid trees may be uprooted. one reason for this
is that because they are older and have undergone crown retrenchment, they present
lower wind resistance, compared to younger, taller trees. old pollard trees may
similarly withstand uprooting due to their reduced crown height, though they may
be more susceptible to shedding large pollard branches.

Roots are vital and easily damaged
While it is easy to have some idea of how a tree functions above ground, much of the
tree’s life takes place within and around its root system, below ground. Highly
complex ecosystems are associated with the soil-rooting environment. Here, special
interactions take place that are mostly still not well understood. roots are essential to
tree survival, anchoring the tree and drawing water and nutrients from the soil. trees
have evolved slowly and gradually. they are not particularly adapted to impacts of
human development, such as inhospitable urban soils, or soil compaction from
people and vehicles, and having their roots severed during utility trenching. Being
hidden from view, roots may be unintentionally damaged, leading to reduced tree
stability and shortened life expectancy. such damage tends to be hidden and
progressive, often becoming evident only as poor leaf condition decades later.

How trees incorporate decay – compartmentalisation
While we may think of a dead branch on a tree as a sign of ill health, in a great many
cases this is a wrong interpretation. trees benefit by allowing branches to die and be
shed. so, when seeing this process, we may be witnessing an evolved survival
strategy. trees, when wounded (such as from storm damage, torn or lost bark or
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decay), have a highly developed capacity to adapt by protecting the organism as
whole. trees incorporate decay into their roots, trunks and branches, growing and
developing healthy tissue around it. this capacity to “compartmentalise” (wall off)
decay and grow around dead and decaying wood has evolved to such an extent that
old trees can have entirely hollow trunks and enormous branch cavities, with no
detriment to their vitality, particularly when the outer living sapwood has not been
unduly damaged or compromised.
“If a healthy tree is defined as a plant without active infections, then there is no such plant
as a healthy tree. Trees have hundreds, or even thousands, of active infections that are
3

compartmentalised.” Alex Shigo

Trees do not need people
six per cent of British invertebrate fauna, as many as 1,700 species, depend on other
species that, in turn, depend upon decaying wood habitat for part of their life cycle4.
these habitats are naturally generated through the ageing process and are the very
features that are commonly thought of as structural “defects” and equated to hazards
in trees. although it may be important for human safety, it would be wrong to believe
that all management intervention is necessarily carried out for the tree’s benefit. trees
have their own inbuilt mechanisms for dealing with damage and decline. if trees were
left to their own devices and allowed to go through their natural life cycle free from
human intervention, tree failure of any nature would be irrelevant, being part of
complex natural processes, integral to the way trees have evolved. it is only where
there is a close association between humans and trees that tree failure takes on any
significance, and that the concepts of hazards and risk from trees have any meaning
at all. chapters 2 to 4 explore the reality of the risks posed by trees, to arrive at a
balance between conserving their important qualities while managing risks at an
acceptable level.

Notes
1. rayner, aDm (1998). fountains of the forest: the interconnectedness between trees and
fungi. Mycological Research 102:1441–1449.
2. for other species that do not have a distinct heartwood, such as beech, the time when the
oldest “rings” die off is less obvious and can be gradual, perhaps up to 70 years.
3. shigo, a (1989). A New Tree Biology. shigo and trees, associates.
4. Butler, J, alexander, kna & green, t (2002). Decaying Wood: An Overview of its Status and
Ecology in the United Kingdom and Continental Europe. UsDa forest service gen. tech. rep.
PsWgtr-181.
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Contacts
arboricultural association
Ullenwood court
Ullenwood
cheltenham
gloucestershire
gL53 9Qs
tel: +44 (0)1242 522152
email:admin@trees.org.uk
the British standards Institute (BsI)
389 chiswick High road
London
W4 4aL
tel: +44 (0)20 8996 9001
email: cservices@bsigroup.com
Institute of Chartered Foresters
59 george street
edinburgh
eH2 2Jg
tel: +44 (0) 131 240 1425
fax: +44 (0) 131 240 1424
London tree officers association
arboricultural services
Parks and open spaces section
7th floor town Hall extension
argyle street
London
Wc1H 8eQ
tel: +44 (0) 20 7974 4124
email: executive.officer@ltoa.org.uk
royal Institution of Chartered surveyors rICs
Parliament square
London
sW1P 3aD
tel: +44 (0)870 333 1600
email: contactrics@rics.org
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the tree Council
71 newcomen street
London
se1 1Yt
tel: +44 (0) 20 7407 9992
email: info@treecouncil.org.uk
Visitor safety in the Countryside Group
www.vscg.co.uk
British holiday & home parks association Ltd
6 Pullman court
great Western road
gloucester
gL1 3nD
tel: +44 (0) 1452 526911
email: enquiries@bhhpa.org.uk
Confederation of Forest Industries (UK) Ltd
59 george street
edinburgh
eH2 2Jg
tel: +44 (0) 131 240 1410
fax: +44 (0) 131 240 1411
email: mail@confor.org.uk
Country Land and Business association
16 Belgrave square
London
sW1X 8PQ
tel: +44 (0) 20 7235 0511
email: mail@cla.org.uk
english heritage
1 Waterhouse square
138-142 Holborn
London
ec1n 2st
tel: +44 (0)20 7973 3000
email: customers@english-heritage.org.uk
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essex County Council
county Hall
market road
chelmsford
essex
cm1 1QH
tel: +44 (0) 845 743 0430
email: contact@essex.gov.uk
Forestry Commission GB
silvan House
231 corstorphine road
edinburgh
eH12 7at
tel: +44 (0) 845 367 3787
email: info@forestry.gsi.gov.uk
National Farmers’ Union
agriculture House
stoneleigh Park
stoneleigh
Warwickshire
cV8 2tZ
tel: +44 (0) 24 76858500
ancient tree Forum
c/o the Woodland trust
autumn Park
Dysart road
grantham
Lincolnshire
ng32 6LL
tel: +44 (0) 1476 581135
email: ancient-tree-forum@woodland-trust.org.uk
Campaign to protect rural england
128 southwark street
London
se1 0sW
tel: +44 (0) 20 7981 2800
email: info@cpre.org.uk
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the National trust
Po Box 39
Warrington
Wa5 7WD
tel: +44 (0) 844 800 1895
email: enquiries@nationaltrust.org.uk
the Woodland trust
kempton Way
grantham
Lincolnshire
ng32 6LL
tel: +44 (0) 1476 58135
email: enquiries@woodlandtrust.org.uk
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